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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR INFRASTRUCTURE 
DESIGN 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates generally to a system 
and method for operations management. More specifically, 
the present invention determines robust processes for per 
forming one or more taskS. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 An environment includes entities and resources as 
well as the relations among them. An exemplary environ 
ment includes an economy. An economy includes economic 
agents, goods, and Services as well as the relations among 
them. Economic agents Such as firms can produce goods and 
Services in an economy. Operations management includes 
all aspects of the production of goods and Services including 
Supply chain management, job Shop Scheduling, flow shop 
management, the design of organization Structure, etc. 
0.003 Firms produce complex goods and services using a 
chain of activities which can generically be called a process. 
The activities within the process may be internal to a single 
firm or span many firms. A firm's Supply chain management 
System Strategically controls the Supply of materials required 
by the processes from the Supply of renewable resources 
through manufacture, assembly, and finally to the end cus 
tomerS. See generally, Operations Management, Slack et al., 
Pitman Publishing, London, 1995. (“Operations Manage 
ment”). 
0004) Other types of entities similarly perform service 
using processes. AS a non-limiting example, military orga 
nizations perform logistics within a changing environment 
to achieve goals. Such as establishing a beachhead or taking 
control of a hill in a battlefield. 

0005 The activities of the process may be internal to a 
Single firm or span many firms. For those activities which 
span many firms, the firm's Supply chain management 
System must perform a variety of tasks to control the Supply 
of materials required by the activities within the process. For 
example, the Supply chain management System must nego 
tiate prices, Set delivery dates, Specify the required quantity 
of the materials, Specify the required quality of the material, 
etc. 

0006 Similarly, the activities of the process may be 
within one site of a firm or Span many Sites within a firm. For 
those activities which span many Sites, the firm’s Supply 
chain management System must determine the number of 
Sites, the location of the Sites with respect to the Spacial 
distribution of customers, and the assignment of activities to 
Sites. This allocation problem is a generalization of the 
quadratic assignment problem (“OAP"). 
0007 For the activities of the process within a site of a 
firm, the firm's job shop Scheduling System assigns activities 
to machines. Specifically, in the job shop Scheduling prob 
lem (“JSP”), each machine at the firm performs a set of jobs, 
each consisting of a certain ordered Sequence of transfor 
mations from a defined set of transformations, So that there 
is at most one job running at any instance of time on any 
machine. The firm's job shop Scheduling System attempts to 
minimize the total completion time called the makespan. 
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0008. Manufacturing Resource Planning (“MRP”) soft 
ware Systems track the number of parts in a database, 
monitor inventory levels, and automatically notify the firm 
when inventory levels run low. MRP software systems also 
forecast consumer demand. MRP software systems perform 
production floor Scheduling in order to meet the forecasted 
consumer demand. 

0009 Firms must also design an organization structure. 
The Structure for an organization includes a management 
hierarchy and a distribution of decision making authority to 
the people within the organization. The Structure of a firm 
effects the propagation of information throughout the firm. 
0010 Previous research for supply chain management 
has Studied the effects of demand on the production rate at 
earlier or upstream operations along the Supply chain. Addi 
tional research has classified the different relationships 
which exist in Supply chains. This research has classified 
Supply chain relationships as: integrated hierarchy, Semi 
hierarchy, co-contracting, coordinated contracting, coordi 
nated revenue links, long term trading commitments and 
Short term trading commitments. See Operations Manage 
ment, Chapter 14. 
0011 Previous research for MRP has produced algo 
rithms to compute material Volume requirements and to 
compute timing requirements for those materials using Gantt 
charts. Other MRP algorithms such as the Optimized Pro 
duction (OPT) schedule production systems to the pace 
dictated by the most heavily loaded resources which are 
identified as bottleneckS. See Operations Management, 
Chapter 14. 
0012. Additional research has attempted to automate the 
eXchange of goods and Services among buyers and Sellers. 
For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,689,652 discloses a method for 
matching buy and Sell orders of financial instruments Such as 
equity Securities, futures, derivatives, options, bonds and 
currencies based upon a Satisfaction profile using a crossing 
network. The Satisfaction profiles define the degree of Sat 
isfaction associated with trading a particular instrument at 
varying prices and quantities. The method for matching buy 
and Sell orders inputs Satisfaction profiles from buyers and 
Sellers to a central processing location, computes a croSS 
product of the Satisfaction profiles to produce a set of mutual 
Satisfaction profiles, Scores the mutual Satisfaction profiles, 
and executes the trades having the highest Scores. 
0013 U.S. Pat. No. 5,136,501 discloses a matching sys 
tem for trading financial instruments in which bids are 
automatically matched against offers for given trading 
instruments for automatically providing matching transac 
tions in order to complete trades using a host computer. 
Likewise, U.S. Pat. No. 5,727,165 presents an improved 
matching System for trading instruments in which the occur 
rence of automatically confirmed trades is dependent on 
receipt of match acknowledgment messages by a host com 
puter from all counter parties to the matching trade. 
0014. However, previous research on operations manage 
ment has not adequately accounted for the effect of failures 
or changes in the economic environment on the operation of 
the firm. For example, machines and Sites could fail or 
Supplies of material could be delayed or interrupted. Accord 
ingly, the firm’s Supply chain management, job shop Sched 
uling and organization Structure must be robust and reliable 
to account for the effect of failures on the operation of the 
firm. 
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0.015 Similarly, the economic environment changes with 
the introduction of new goods and Services, new production 
technologies, new legislation and the extinction of older 
goods and Services. Similarly, changes in the Supply and 
demand for materials also effects the economic environ 
ment. For example, the contingent value to buyer and Seller 
of goods or Services, the cost of producing the next kilowatt 
of power for a power generating plant, and the value of the 
next kilowatt of power to a purchaser effect the economic 
environment. Accordingly, the firm’s Supply chain manage 
ment, job shop Scheduling and organization Structure must 
be flexible and adaptive to account for the effect of changes 
to the firm’s economic environment. 

0016. Moreover, previous research for automating the 
eXchange of financial instruments have disadvantages. Most 
important, these methods have a limited application as they 
do not apply to the general eXchange of goods and Services 
among economic agents. Instead, they are focused towards 
financial transactions. Next, the trades for each of these 
Systems must be processed at a central computing location. 
Next, these Systems do not have real-time Support for trader 
preferences which vary with time. 

0.017. Accordingly, there exists a need for a system and 
method to determine reliable and adaptive processes for 
performing one or more taskS. 

SUMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.018. The present invention presents a system and 
method to determine reliable and adaptive processes for 
performing one or more tasks. The present invention pre 
Sents a framework of features which include technology 
graphs and risk management to achieve its reliability and 
adaptability. 

0019. It is an aspect of the present invention to present a 
method for designing an infrastructure to perform one or 
more tasks in an environment of resources comprising the 
Steps of: 

0020 determining one or more relations among the 
reSources, 

0021 constructing a graph representation of said rela 
tions and the resources, 

0022 determining one or more paths through said graph 
representation wherein each of Said paths represents a pro 
ceSS for performing at least one of the tasks, and 

0023 determining at least one group of those of said 
resources that lie along Said one or more paths, Said at least 
one group having a minimal risk. 

0024. It is a further aspect of the invention to present a 
method for designing an infrastructure wherein Said deter 
mining at least one group having a minimal risk Step 
comprises the Steps of: 

0.025 determining a plurality of anti-correlated families 
wherein each of Said anti-correlated families contains two or 
more of Said resources lying along Said one or more paths 
that are anti-correlated; and 

0026 determining one or more perspective groups of said 
resources from Said plurality of anti-correlated families. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0027 FIG. 1 provides a diagram showing a framework 
for the major components of the System and method for 
operations management. 

0028 FIG. 2 displays a diagram showing a composite 
model of a firm's processes and organizational Structure 
including the relation between the firm's processes and 
organizational Structure. 

0029 FIG. 3 shows an exemplary aggregation hierarchy 
300 comprising assembly classes and component classes. 

0030 FIG. 4a displays a diagram showing the enterprise 
model. 

0031 FIG. 4b displays a diagram of the network explorer 
model. 

0032 FIG. 4c provides one example of a resource with 
affordances propagating through a resource bus object. 

0033) 
0034 FIG. 6 provides a dataflow diagram 600 represent 
ing an overview of a method for Synthesizing the technology 
graph. 

0035 FIG. 7 provides a flow diagram 700 for locating 
and Selecting poly-functional intermediate objects for a Set 
of terminal objects 701 having a cardinality greater than or 
equal to two. 

0036 FIG. 8 displays a flow diagram of an algorithm to 
perform landscape Synthesis. 

FIG. 5 shows an exemplary technology graph. 

0037 FIG. 9 displays a flow diagram of an algorithm to 
determine the bases V. for landscapes. FIG. 10 shows the 
flow diagram of an overview of a first technique to identify 
a firm's regime. 

0038 FIG. 11 shows the flow diagram of an algorithm 
1100 to move a firm's fitness landscape to a favorable 
category by adjusting the constraints on the firm's opera 
tions management. 

0039 FIG. 12a displays a flow graph of an algorithm 
which uses the Hausdorf dimension to characterize a fitneSS 
landscape. 

0040 FIG.12b displays the flow graph representation of 
an optimization method which converts the optimization 
problem to density estimation and extrapolation. 

0041 FIG. 13a provides a diagram showing the major 
components of the System for matching Service requests 
with service offers. 

0042 FIG. 13b provides a dataflow diagram representing 
the method for matching Service requests with Service offers. 

0043 FIG. 14 shows an illustration of the architecture of 
the System of the present invention. 

0044 FIG. 15 provides a flow diagram describing a 
method executed by the resource providing nodes. 

004.5 FIG. 16 displays a flow diagram of a method for 
allocating resources using a market-based Scheme which 
could also execute on a resource providing node. 
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0.046 FIG. 17 provides a flow diagram for determining 
optimal values of parameters of methods performing 
resource allocation and load balancing. 
0047 FIG. 18 provides a flow diagram of a method for 
evaluating and minimizing risk. 
0048 FIG. 19 provides the results of the method for 
evaluating and minimizing risk from executing on 500,000 
random draws from this “toy' world. 
0049 FIG. 20 displays the histograms that determine the 
number of children to draw from during execution of the 
method for evaluating and minimizing risk. 
0050 FIG. 21 displays a flowchart illustrating the 
method for portfolio modification. 
0051 FIGS. 22, 23a and 23b display families of anti 
correlated Stocks that were generated by a method to create 
a portfolio of a plurality of assets with minimal risk. 
0.052 FIG. 24 displays a picture illustrating the anti 
correlation relationship among family members that was 
generated by a method to create a portfolio of a plurality of 
assets with minimal risk. 

0053 FIG. 25 shows a flow diagram of an exemplary 
method 2500 that uses the determination of redundant 
pathways in a technology graph with techniques for opera 
tion risk management to design an infrastructure that is 
reliable and adaptive. 
0.054 FIG. 26 discloses a representative computer sys 
tem 2610 in conjunction with which the embodiments of the 
present invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0.055 FIG. 1 provides a diagram showing a framework 
for the major components of the System and method for 
operations management called United Sherpa 100. The 
major components of United Sherpa 100 include modeling 
and simulation 102, analysis 104, and optimization 106. 
United Sherpa 100 further includes an interface 120. The 
major components of United Sherpa 100 operate together to 
perform various aspects of operations management includ 
ing the production of goods and Services including Supply 
chain management, job shop Scheduling, flow shop man 
agement, the design of organization Structure, the identifi 
cation of new goods and Services, the evaluation of goods 
and Services, etc. To accomplish these tasks, the components 
of United Sherpa 100 create and operate on different data 
representations including technology graphs 110, landscape 
representations 112 and the enterprise model 114. An Enter 
prise model 114 is a model of entities acting within an 
environment of resources and other entities. 

0056 Without limitation, many of the following embodi 
ments of the invention, United Sherpa 100, are described in 
the illustrative context of the production of goods and 
Services by economic entities acting within an economic 
environment. However, it will be apparent to perSons of 
ordinary skill in the art that the aspects of the embodiments 
of the invention are also applicable in any context involving 
the operation of an entity within an environment of 
resources and other entities Such as the performance of 
logistics by military organizations acting within a changing 
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battlefield or the evaluation and exchange of financial instru 
ments. These aspects which are applicable in a wide range 
of contexts include modeling and Simulation, analysis, and 
optimization using technology graphs, landscape represen 
tations and automated markets to perform operations man 
agement having the reliability and adaptability to handle 
failures and changes respectively within the economic envi 
rOnment. 

0057 Modeling and Simulation 
0.058. The modeling component 102 of United Sherpa 
100 creates the enterprise model 114. An aspect of the 
modeling component 102 called OrgSim creates organiza 
tional structure model 202 and a process model 204 for a 
firm as shown by an exemplary OrgSim model in FIG. 2. 
OrgSim represents each decision making unit of a firm with 
an object. 

0059. Without limitation, the following embodiments of 
the invention, United Sherpa 100, are described in the 
illustrative context of a Solution using object oriented design 
and graph theory. However, it will be apparent to perSons of 
ordinary skill in the art that other design techniqueS Such as 
a structured procedural paradigm or an agent-based design 
could be used to embody the aspects of the present invention 
which include modeling and Simulation, analysis, and opti 
mization using technology graphs, landscape representa 
tions and automated markets to perform operations manage 
ment having the reliability and adaptability to handle 
failures and changes respectively within the economic envi 
ronment. Agent-based design is described in, Go to the ant. 
Engineering Principles from Natural Multi-Agent Systems, 
H. Van Dyke Parunak, Annals of Operations research 
75(1997) 69-101, the contents of which are herein incorpo 
rated by reference. 
0060 AS is known to persons of ordinary skill in the art, 
objects are distinguishable entities and have attributes and 
behavior. See Object Oriented Modeling and Design, Rum 
baugh, J., Prentice hall, Inc. (1991), Chapter 1. Further, 
objects having the same attributes and behavior are grouped 
into a class. In other words, objects are instances of classes. 
Each class represents a type of decision making unit. The 
representation of real world entities with objects is described 
in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/080,040, 
System and Method for the Synthesis of an Economic Web 
and the Identification of New Market Niches, the contents of 
which are herein incorporated by reference. 
0061 Decision making units in the organizational struc 
ture model 202 represent entities ranging from a single 
person to a department or division of a firm. In other words, 
the organizational Structure model includes an aggregation 
hierarchy. AS is known in the art, aggregation is a “part 
whole' relationship among classes based on a hierarchical 
relationship in which classes representing components are 
asSociated with a class representing an entire assembly. See 
Object Oriented Modeling and Design, Chapter 3. The 
aggregation hierarchy of the organizational Structure com 
prise assembly classes and component classes. An aggrega 
tion relationship relates an assembly class to one component 
class. Accordingly, an assembly class having many compo 
nent classes has many aggregation relationships. 
0062 FIG. 3 shows an exemplary aggregation hierarchy 
300 comprising assembly classes and component classes. 
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The engineering department 302 is an assembly class of the 
engineer component class 304 and the manager component 
class 306. Similarly, the division class 308 is an assembly 
class of the engineering department component class 302 
and the legal department component class 310. Accordingly, 
this aggregation hierarchy 300 represents a “part-whole” 
relationship between the various components of a firm. 
0.063 Moreover, OrgSim can model decision making 
units at varying degrees of abstraction. For example, Org 
Sim can represent decision making units as detailed as an 
individual employee with a particular amount of industrial 
and educational experience or as abstract asa Standard 
operating procedure. Using this abstract modeling ability, 
OrgSim can represent a wide range of organizations. Next, 
OrgSim 102 can also represent the flow of information 
among the objects in the model representing decision mak 
ing units. First, OrgSim 102 can represent the structure of 
the communication network among the decision making 
units. Second, OrgSim 102 can model the temporal aspect of 
the information flow among the decision making units. For 
instance, OrgSim 102 can represent the propagation of 
information from one decision making unit to another in the 
firm as instantaneous communication. In contrast, OrgSim 
102 can also represent the propagation of information from 
one decision making unit to another in the firm as commu 
nication requiring a finite amount of time. 
0064. These modeling aspects enable OrgSim 102 to 
Simulate the effects of organizational Structure and delay on 
the performance of a firm. For example, OrgSim 102 can 
compare the performance of an organization having a deep, 
hierarchical Structure to the performance of an organization 
having a flat structure. OrgSim 102 also determines different 
factors which effect the quality and efficiency of decision 
making within an organization Such as line of Sight, author 
ity, timeliness, information contagion, and capacity con 
Straints. Line of Sight determines the effects of a proposed 
decision throughout an organization in both the downstream 
and upstream directions. Authority determines whether a 
decision making unit Such as an engineer should make a 
decision or should forward the responsibility to make a 
decision to a Superior. TimelineSS determines the effect of a 
delay which results when a decision making unit forwards 
the responsibility to make a decision to a Superior instead of 
immediately making the decision and acting on the decision. 
Information contagion measures the effect on the quality of 
decision making when the responsibility for making a deci 
sion moves in the organization from the unit which will feel 
the result of the decision. Capacity constraints measures the 
effect on delay when the responsibility for making a decision 
moves toward an overworked decision making unit of the 
organization. 

0065. Through simulation, Orgsim 102 determines the 
effect of these conflicting factors on the quality of decision 
making of an organization. For example, OrgSim 102 can 
determine the effect of the experience level of an economic 
agent on the decision making of an organization. Further, 
OrgSim 102 can determine the effect of granting more 
decision making authority to the units in the lower levels of 
an organization's hierarchy. Granting decision making 
authority in this fashion may improve the quality of decision 
making in an organization because it will decrease the 
amount of information contagion. Granting decision making 
authority in this fashion may also avoid the detrimental 
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effects of capacity constraints if the units in the top levels of 
the organization are overworked. However, granting deci 
Sion making authority in this fashion may decrease the 
quality of decision making because units in the lower levels 
of an organization's hierarchy have leSS line of Sight than 
units at the higher levels. 
0066. OrgSim represents each good, service and eco 
nomic entity associated with a firm's processes with an 
object in the process model 204. Renewable resources, 
intermediate goods and Services, finished goods and Ser 
vices, and machines are types of goods and Services in the 
economy. Machines are goods or Services which perform 
Sequences of transformations on an input bundle of goods 
and Services to produce an output bundle of goods and 
Services. Accordingly, intermediate goods and Services are 
produced when machines execute their transformations on 
an input bundle of goods and Services. Finished goods and 
Services are the end products which are produced for the 
COSUC. 

0067. OrgSim includes an interface to enable a user to 
define the decision making units, the Structure of the com 
munication network among the decision making units, the 
temporal aspect of the information flow among the decision 
making units, etc. Preferably, the user interface is a graphical 
user interface. 

0068 Preferably, OrgSim provides support for multiple 
users, interactive modeling of organizational Structure and 
processes, human representation of decision making units 
and key activities within a process. Specifically, people, 
instead of programmed objects, can act as decision making 
units. Support for these additional features conveys at least 
two important advantages. First, the OrgSim model 200 will 
yield more accurate results as people enter the Simulation to 
make the modeling more realistic. Second, the OrgSim 
model 200 further enables hypothetical or what if analysis. 
Specifically, users could obtain simulation results for Vari 
ous hypothetical or what if organizational Structure to detect 
unforeseen effects Such as political influences among the 
decision making units which a purely computer-based simu 
lation would miss. 

0069 Preferably, OrgSim also includes an interface to 
existing project management models Such as Primavera and 
MicroSoft Project and to existing process models Such as 
iThink. 

0070. Without limitation, the following embodiments of 
the Enterprise model 114 are described in the illustrative 
context of a Solution using situated object webs. However, 
it will be apparent to perSons of ordinary skill in the art that 
other design techniques could be used to embody the aspects 
of the Enterprise model 114 which include determining 
relations among the resources in the economy, determining 
values for the relations, Selecting relations having higher 
values and performing transformations corresponding to the 
relations to produce new resources in the economy. 
0071. The Enterprise model 114 further includes situated 
object webs 400 as shown in FIG. 4a. Situated object webs 
400 represent overlapping networks of resource dependen 
cies as resources progreSS through dynamic Supply chains. 
Situated object webs 400 include a resource bus 402. A 
resource buS 402 is a producer/consumer network of local 
markets. Preferably, broker agents 404 mediate among the 
local markets of the resource bus 402. 
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0072 FIG. 4b shows a detailed illustration of the archi 
tecture of the situated object web 400 and the OrgSim model 
200. The situated object web 400 includes a RBConsumer 
object 406. The RBConsumer object 406 posts a resource 
request to one of the ResourceBus objects 402. The RBCon 
Sumer object 406 has a role portion defining the desired roles 
of the requested resource. Preferably, the RBConsumer 
object 406 also has a contract portion defining the desired 
contractual terms for the requested resource. Exemplary 
contract terms include quantity and delivery constraints. An 
OrgSim model 200 offers a resource by instantiating an 
RBProducer object 408. A RBProducer object 408 offers a 
resource to one of the ResourceBus objects 402. The RBPro 
ducer object 408 has a role portion defining the roles of the 
offered resource. Preferably, the RBProducer object 408 also 
has a contract portion defining the desired contractual terms 
for the requested resource. 
0073. The Participantsupport 310 objects control one or 
more RBConsumer 302 and RBProducer 308 objects. A 
ParticipantSupport 310 object can be a member of any 
number of ResourceBus 304 objects. ParticipantSupport 310 
objects join or leave Resource Bus 304 objects. Moreover, 
ParticipantSupport 310 objects can add RBProducer 308 
objects and RBConsumer 302 object to any ResourceBus 
304 objects of which it is a member. 

0.074 Preferably, affordance sets model the roles of 
resources and the contractual terms. An affordance is an 
enabler of an activity for a Suitably equipped entity in a 
Suitable context. A Suitably equipped entity is an economic 
agent which requests a resource, adds value to the resource, 
and offers the resulting product into a Supply chain. A 
suitable context is the “inner complements” of other affor 
dances which comprise the resource. Affordances participate 
in other affordances. Further, an affordance can contain Sets 
of other affordances which are Specializations of the affor 
dance. Preferably, the situated object web 400 represents 
affordances with Symbols Sets. The Symbols Set representa 
tion Scheme is advantageous because it is not position 
dependent. 

0075 Affordances have associated values. For example, 
a value of an affordance specified by an RBConsumer object 
406 for a requested resource for an OrgSim model 200 
represents the amount of importance of the affordance to the 
OrgSim model 200. In other words, the RBConsumer 
objects 406 specify the amount of importance the affor 
dances or roles of a requested resource to the requesting 
OrgSim model 400. 

0.076 The Resource Bus 402 objects relay requested 
resources and offered resources between RBConsumer 
objects 406 and RBProducer objects 408. The ResourceBus 
402 identifies compatible pairs of requested resources with 
the offered resources by matching the desired affordances of 
the requested resource with the affordances of the offered 
resources. Preferably, the ResourceBus 402 also considers 
the importance of the affordances when matching the affor 
dances of the requested resources with affordances of the 
offered resource. The Resource Bus 402 performs a fuzzy 
equivalency operation to determine the goodness of a match 
between a requested resource and an offered resource. The 
goodness of match between a requested resource and an 
offered resource is determined by performing a Summation 
over the Set of roles or affordances wherein the Summation 
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is weighted by the importance associated with the affor 
dances and roles. Preferably, the values of the affordances 
are normalized to the interval 0,1). Preferably, the goodness 
of a match is also normalized to the interval 0,1). Higher 
values for the goodness of a match indicate more precise 
matches. Next, more precise matches enhance the economic 
value of the exchange. A Subsequent Section titled “Auto 
mated Markets', contains additional techniques for finding 
optimal matches between requested resources and offered 
CSOUCCS. 

0.077 Preferably, the ResourceBus 402 uses an exemplar 
prototype copy mechanism to Satisfy resource requests with 
available resources. The Resource Bus 402 provides a copy 
of an exemplar resource object to a RBConsumer object 406 
requesting a resource. The ReSource BuS 402 locates the 
exemplar resource object in accordance with the importance 
assigned to the affordances by the RBConsumer object 406. 
Accordingly, the exemplar prototype copy mechanism adds 
diversity to the resources in the situated web model 400. The 
copy of the exemplar resource used by the resource bus 402 
adds diversity to the resources propagating through the 
situated object web 400. 
0078 For example, if a consumer object requests a 
complementary object representing a #10, Phillips head, 
finishing Screw, the Situated object model returns an object 
which could be brass plated and Self-tapping with a pan 
shaped head. Thus, as long as a Subset of the attributes match 
the requested attributes, the remaining attributes of the 
object can have arbitrary values. Thus, the objects produced 
by this Scheme have copy errors. The introduction of copy 
errors leads to diversity in goods and Services. 
007.9 The situated object web 400 further includes Bro 
ker Agent objects 404. BrokerAgent objects 404 mediate 
between Resource Bus 304 objects. Broker Agent 306 objects 
will relay resource requests and availabilities between 
ResourceBus 304 objects if those requests and availabilities 
cannot be satisfied on the originating Resource Bus 304 
object. A Broker Agent object 404 monitors traffic in at least 
two Resource Bus objects 402 for orphan resources. Orphan 
resources are defined as surplus resources offered by RRPro 
ducer objects 408 and unmet resource requests from 
RBConsumer objects 406. Preferably, Broker Agent objects 
404 add transaction costs to matched pairs of requested 
resources and offered resources. A BrokerAgent object 404 
competes among other Broker Agent objects 404 to provide 
service to RBConsumer objects 406 and RBProducer objects 
408. 

0080. As RBProducer objects 408 fulfill resource 
requests from RBConsumer objects 406 on the ResourceBus 
402, resources and their affordances propagate through the 
situated web model 400. Further, the values of affordances 
and the values of the resources containing the affordances 
change as resources propagate through the Situated web 
model 400. The value of an affordance increases as it is 
requested by more RBConsumer objects 406. Conversely, 
the value of an affordance decreases if it is not requested by 
a RBConsumer objet 406. Affordances which are not 
requested for a Sufficiently long time are removed from a 
CSOUCC. 

0081 FIG. 4c provides an example of a resource with 
affordances propagating through a resource bus object 402. 
In time step 450, a RBConsumer object 406, C1 requests a 
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set of affordances, B, C, D). In time step 452, an RBPro 
ducer object 408, P1, offers a resource with a set of affor 
dances, {A, B, C, D, E}. In time step 454, RBConsumer 
object C1 is paired with RBProducer object P1 on a Resour 
ceBus object 402. In other words, RBConsumer object C1 
accepts the offered resource with affordances {A, B, C, D, 
E}. In step 456, affordance E is lost from the set of 
affordances (A, B, C, D, E) because affordance E was not 
requested for a predetermined time period and accordingly, 
was eventually lost. In step 458, C1, acting as a RBProducer 
object 408, P2 offers the resource with the set of affordances, 
(A, B, C, D). In step 460, another RBConsumer object 406, 
C2 requests a set of affordances, {A,B,C} which creates a 
possible match with the resource offered by P2 and causes 
the resource to continue to propagate through a resource bus 
402. 

0082) Execution of the situated object web 400 as 
described immediately above creates a model of a firm's 
processes called a technology graph 110. The next Section 
provides a detailed description of the technology graph 110. 
0083 United Sherpa 100 also includes an interface to 
existing Manufacturing Resource Planning (“MRP”) soft 
ware systems. MRP systems track the number of parts in a 
database, monitor inventory levels, and automatically notify 
the firm when inventory levels run low. The MRP software 
systems also forecast consumer demand. MRP software 
Systems perform production floor Scheduling in order to 
meet the forecasted consumer demand. Exemplary MRP 
Software Systems are available from Manugistics, I2 and 
SAP. 

0084. However, the object oriented approach of the 
present invention has advantages over MRP or other con 
ventional busineSS modeling tools because the object ori 
ented approach provides a more direct representation of the 
goods, Services, and economic agents which are involved in 
a firm's processes. Conventional business tools typically 
build numerical models which describe business operations 
exclusively in terms of numerical quantities. For example, 
conventional business tools have numerical models repre 
Senting how the inventory of material resources vary with 
time. In contrast, the modeling component 102 of the present 
invention represents each good, Service, and economic agent 
with an object. 

0085. In contrast to numerical models, the object oriented 
approach of the present invention is also amenable to what 
if analysis. For example, the modeling component 102 of the 
present invention can represent the percolating effects of a 
major Snow Storm on a particular distribution center by 
limiting the transportation capacity of the object represent 
ing the distribution center. Execution of the Simulation 
aspect of Orgsim 102 on the object model with the modified 
distribution center object yields greater appreciation of the 
Systematic effects of the interactions among the objects 
which are involved in a process. 
0.086 AS indicated by the previous discussion of FIGS. 
2-4c, the modeling and simulation component 102 of United 
Sherpa 100 provides a mechanism to situate a dynamically 
changing World of domain objects by explicitly Supporting 
their emergence. The modeling and Simulation component 
102 develops metrics to show the emergence and propaga 
tion of value for entire resources and affordances of the 
resource. The modeling and Simulation component 102 of 
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United Sherpa 100 represents the resources and economic 
entities of an economy as Situated objects because they 
depend on the contingencies of other resources and eco 
nomic entities in the economy which produce them. The 
situated object web 400 constitutes an adaptive Supply chain 
that changes connectivity as the demand for different Situ 
ated objects change. 
0087 OrgSim 102 also includes an interface to existing 
models of a firm's processes Such as iThink or existing 
project management models Such as Primavera and 
Microsoft Project. 
0088 Technology Graph 
0089 FIG. 5 shows an exemplary technology graph. A 
technology graph is a model of a firm’s processes. More 
Specifically, a technology graph is a multigraph representa 
tion of a firm's processes. AS previously explained, a firm's 
processes produce complex goods and Services. AS is known 
to perSons of ordinary skill in the art, a multigraph is a pair 
(V,E) where V is a set of Vertices, E is a set of hyperedges, 
and E is a subset of P(V), the power set of V. See Graph 
Theory, Bela Bollobas, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1979, 
(“Graph Theory”) Chapter 1. The power set of V is the set 
of Subsets of V. See Introduction to Discrete Structures, 
Preparata and Yeh, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 
Inc. (1973) (“Introduction to Discrete Structures”), pg 216. 
0090. In the technology graph (V,E) of a firm’s processes, 
each vertex v of the set of vertices V represents an object. 
More formally, there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between the Set of objects representing the goods, Services, 
and economic agents and the set of vertices V in the 
technology graph (V,E) of the firm's processes. A function 
denoted by g: O->V from the set of objects 0 representing 
the goods, Services, and economic agents to the Set of 
vertices V in the corresponding multigraph (V,E) assigns the 
vertex v to an object o (g(o)=v). 
0091. In the technology graph (V,E) of a firm’s processes, 
each hyperedge e of the Set of hyperedgeS E represents a 
transformation as shown by FIG. 5. The outputs of the 
hyperedge e are defined as the intermediate goods and 
services 510 or the finished goods and services 515 pro 
duced by execution of the transformation represented by the 
hyperedge e. The outputs of the hyperedge e also include the 
waste products of the transformation. The inputs of the 
hyperedge e represent the complementary objects used in the 
production of the outputs of the hyperedge. Complementary 
objects are goods or Services which are used jointly to 
produce other goods or Services. 
0092 Resources 505, intermediate goods and services 
510, finished goods and services 515, and machines 520 are 
types of goods and services in the economy. Machines 520 
are goods or Services which perform ordered Sequences of 
transformations on an input bundle of goods and Services to 
produce an output bundle of goods and Services. Accord 
ingly, intermediate goods and Services 510 are produced 
when machines 520 execute their transformations on an 
input bundle of goods and services. A machine 520 which 
mediates transformations is represented in the technology 
graph H=(V, E) as an input to a hyperedge e. In an alternate 
embodiment, a machine 520 which mediates transforma 
tions is represented as an object which acts on the hyperedge 
e to execute the transformation. Finished goods and Services 
515 are the end products which are produced for the con 
SUC. 
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0093. The objects and transformations among the objects 
in the technology graph H=(V, E) constitute a generative 
grammar. AS is known by perSons of ordinary skill in the art, 
context-free grammarS represent transformations or produc 
tions on Symbol Strings. Each production Specifies a Substi 
tute Symbol String for a given Symbol String. The technology 
graph H=(V, E) extends the principles of context-free gram 
mars from Symbol Strings and transformations among Sym 
bol Strings to objects and transformations among objects. 
The expressiveness of the technology graph H=(V, E) is 
higher than that of context-free grammars as hypergraphs 
can represent multidimensional relationships directly. The 
technology graph H=(V, E) also expresses a context sensi 
tive grammar. 
0094. Each transformation in the technology graph H=(V, 
E) may specify a Substitute hypergraph for a given hyper 
graph. Accordingly if a Subgraph within a hypergraph 
matches a given hypergraph in a transformation, the Sub 
graph is removed and replace by the Substitute hypergraph. 
The resulting hypergraph is derived from the original hyper 
graph. 
0.095 FIG. 6 provides a dataflow diagram 600 represent 
ing an overview of a method for Synthesizing the technology 
graph. AS is known to perSons of ordinary skill in the art, a 
dataflow diagram is a graph whose nodes are processes and 
whose arcs are dataflows. See Object Oriented Modeling 
and Design, Rumbaugh, J., Prentice Hall, Inc. (1991), Chap 
ter 1. 

0096. In step 610, the technology graph synthesis method 
performs the initialization Step. The technology graph Syn 
thesis method initializes the set of vertices V of the tech 
nology graph H=(V, E) to a founder set of objects. The 
founder Set contains the most primitive objects. Thus, the 
founder Set could represent renewable resources. The 
founder Set can have from Zero to a finite number of objects. 
The method also initializes a set of transformations, T, with 
a finite number of predetermined transformations in Step 
610. Finally, the method initializes an iterate identifier, i, to 
0 in step 610. 
0097. In step 615, the method determines whether the 
iterate identifier is less than a maximum iterate value, I. If 
the iterate identifier is not leSS than the maximum iterate 
value, I, the method terminates at step 630. If the iterate 
identifier is less than the maximum iterate value, I, then 
control proceeds to step 620. 
0098. In step 620, the technology graph synthesis method 
applies the Set of transformations, T, to the Set of Vertices V. 
In the first iteration of the loop of the flow diagram of FIG. 
6, step 620 applies the set of transformations, T, to the 
objects in the founder set. First, step 620 applies each 
transformation in the Set of transformations, T, to each object 
in the founder set. Next, step 620 applies each transforma 
tion in the Set of transformations, T, to all pairs of objects in 
the founder set. Step 620 similarly continues by applying 
each transformation in the Set of transformations, T, to each 
higher order Subset of objects in the founder Set. Execution 
of Step 620 in iteration, i yields the ith technology adjacent 
possible set of objects. Execution of step 620 in iteration, i. 
also yields a modified technology graph H=(V, E). The 
modified technology graph H=(V, E) contains additional 
Vertices corresponding to the ith technology adjacent poS 
Sible Set of objects and additional hyperedges e correspond 
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ing to the transformations applied in the ith iteration of the 
loop of the flow graph of FIG. 6. 

0099. In one embodiment, the method maintains all ver 
tices created by execution of Step 620 in the technology 
graph H=(V, E). In an alternate embodiment, step 625 prunes 
all vertices representing duplicate elements of the ith tech 
nology adjacent possible Set of objects from the technology 
graph H=(V, E). Accordingly, in the first embodiment of Step 
625, every object constructed at each iteration of the method 
is kept in the technology graph H=(V, E). Execution of the 
technology graph synthesis method 600 using the first 
embodiment of Step 625 produces a full technology graph 
H=(V, E). In the alternate embodiment, only objects which 
were not elements in the founder Set and which were not 
created in previous iterations of the loop of the flow diagram 
of FIG. 6 are added to the technology graph H=(V, E). 
Execution of the technology graph synthesis method 600 
using the alternate embodiment with the pruning of Step 625 
produces a minimal technology graph H=(V, E). After 
execution of step 625, control returns to step 615. 
0100. In subsequent iterations of the loop of the flow 
graph of FIG. 6, step 620 applies the set of transformations, 
T, to the objects in the set of vertices V of the technology 
graph H=(V, E) produced by the execution of the previous 
iteration of the loop. 

0101 The set of transformations T can be held fixed 
throughout the execution of the technology graph Synthesis 
method 600. Alternatively, new transformations could be 
added to the set of transformations and old transformations 
could be removed. For example, objects representing 
machines could also be included in the founder Set of 
objects. Next, the set of transformations T could be applied 
to the objects representing machines just as they are applied 
to the other objects in the technology graph H=(V, E). 
Consequently, the set of transformations T could be limited 
to the transformations which are mediated by those machine 
objects represented by Vertices of the technology graph 
H=(V, E). 
0102 Technology Graph Applications 

0103) The paths in the technology graph H=(V, E) which 
begin at vertices corresponding to objects in the founder Set 
and end at Vertices corresponding to finished goods repre 
Sent the processes for producing the finished goods from the 
objects in the founder set. A path P. of a hypergraph H=(V, 
E) is defined as an alternating sequence of vertices and edges 
V1, ei1, Viz, ei2, vis, eia, Via, eia . . . Such that every pair of 
consecutive vertices in P; are connected by the hyperedge e 
appearing between them along P. AS previously discussed, 
the vertices of the technology graph represent renewable 
resources, intermediate objects and finished objects and the 
hyperedges of the technology graph represent transforma 
tions. Accordingly, a path P. in the technology graph H=(V, 
E) from a founder set to a finished good identifies the 
renewable resources, the intermediate objects, the finished 
objects, the transformations and the machines mediating the 
transformations of the process. Thus, a process is also 
referred to as a construction pathway. 
0104. The technology graph H=(V, E) also contains infor 
mation defining a first robust constructability measure of a 
terminal object representing a finished good or Service. The 
first robust constructability measure for a terminal object is 
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defined as the number of processes or construction pathways 
ending at the terminal object. Process redundancy for a 
terminal object exists when the number of processes or 
construction pathways in a technology graph exceeds one. 
Failures Such as an interruption in the Supply of a renewable 
resource or the failure of a machine cause blockS along 
construction pathways. Greater numbers of processes or 
construction pathways to a terminal object indicate a greater 
probability that a failure causing blockS can be overcome by 
following an alternate construction pathway to avoid the 
blocks. Accordingly, higher values of the first robust con 
Structability measure for a terminal object indicate higher 
levels of reliability for the processes which produce the 
finished good or Service represented by the terminal object. 
Further, the technology graph extends the traditional notion 
of the makespan. 
0105 The technology graph H=(V, E) also contains infor 
mation defining a Second robust constructability measure of 
a terminal object representing a finished good or Service. 
The Second robust constructability measure for a terminal 
object is defined as the rate at which the number of processes 
or construction pathways ending at the terminal object 
increases with the makespan of the process. For example, 
Suppose a terminal object can be constructed with a 
makespan of N time Steps with no proceSS redundancy. Since 
there is no process redundancy, a block along the only 
construction pathway will prevent production of the terminal 
object until the cause of the block is corrected. The relax 
ation of the required makespan to N+M time steps will 
increase the number of construction pathways ending at the 
terminal object. Accordingly, failures causing blockS can be 
overcome by following an alternate construction pathway to 
the terminal object. In other words, while the minimum 
possible makespan increased by M time Steps, the resulting 
greater numbers of processes or construction pathways to 
the terminal object led to greater reliability. Thus, the present 
invention extends the notion of a makespan to include the 
concept of robust constructability. 

0106 The technology graph H=(V, E) contains additional 
robust constructability measures of a class or family of 
terminal objects representing different finished goods or 
Services. AS previously discussed, objects having common 
attributes and behavior are grouped into a class. See Object 
Oriented Modeling and Design, Chapter 1. In the technology 
graph H=(V, E), each class represents a set of objects having 
common attributes and behavior. Exemplary attributes and 
behavior which are used to group terminal objects into 
classes include, without limitation, Structural and functional 
features. Structural and functional features include attributes 
and behavior such as “needs a”, “is a”, “performs a”, “has 

ss a, etc. 

0107 The additional robust constructability measures 
involve vertices which exist within the construction path 
ways of two or more terminal objects. These objects repre 
Sented by these vertices are called poly-functional interme 
diate objects because two or more terminal objects can be 
constructed from them. For example, consider two terminal 
objects representing a house and a house with a chimney. 
The poly-functional intermediate objects are the objects 
represented by Vertices which exists within a construction 
pathway of the house and within a construction pathway of 
the house with the chimney. Thus, if a consumer requests a 
chimney in a house after a firm has constructed the house 
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without a chimney, the firm can add the chimney to the 
house by backtracking along the construction pathway of the 
house to a poly-functional intermediate object and proceed 
ing from the poly-functional intermediate object along a 
construction pathway of the house with a chimney. 
0108 FIG. 7 provides a flow diagram 700 for locating 
and Selecting poly-functional intermediate objects for a Set 
of terminal objects 701 having a cardinality greater than or 
equal to two. In step 704, the method determines the vertices 
which exist within the construction pathways of each ter 
minal object in the set of terminal objects 701 in the 
technology graph H=(V, E). Execution of step 704 yields a 
set of vertices 705 for each terminal object in the set of 
terminal objects 701. Accordingly, the number of sets of 
vertices 705 resulting from execution of step 704 is equal to 
the cardinality of the set of terminal objects 701. In step 706, 
the method performs the interSection operation on the Sets of 
vertices 705. Execution of step 706 yields the vertices which 
exist within the construction pathways of every terminal 
object in the set of terminal objects 701. In other words, 
execution of step 706 yields the poly-functional intermediate 
objects 707 of the set of terminal objects 701. 
0109. In step 708, the method performs a selection opera 
tion on the poly-functional intermediate objects 707. Pref 
erably, step 708 selects the poly-functional intermediate 
object 707 with the smallest fractional construction pathway 
distance. The fractional construction pathway distance of a 
given poly-functional intermediate object is defined as the 
ratio of two numbers. The numerator of the ratio is the Sum 
of the Smallest distances from the given poly-functional 
intermediate object to each terminal object in the Set of 
terminal objects 701. The denominator of the ratio is the sum 
of the numerator and the Sum of the Smallest distances from 
each object in the founder Set to the given poly-functional 
intermediate object. The distance between two vertices 
along a construction pathway in the technology graph H=(V, 
E) is defined as the number of hyperedges e on the con 
struction pathway between the two vertices. The smallest 
distance between two vertices in the technology graph H=(V, 
E) is the number of hyperedges e on the shortest construction 
pathway. 
0110. Alternatively, step 708 considers the process redun 
dancy in addition to the fractional construction pathway 
distance in the Selection of the poly-functional intermediate 
objects 707. This alternative selection technique first locates 
the poly-functional intermediate object 707 having the 
Smallest fractional construction pathway distance. Next, the 
alternative technique traverses the construction pathways 
from the poly-functional intermediate object 707 having the 
Smallest fractional construction pathway distance toward the 
founder Set until it reaches a poly-functional intermediate 
object 707 having a sufficiently high value of process 
redundancy. A Sufficiently high value of process redundancy 
can be predetermined by the firm. 
0111. The method of FIG. 7 for locating and selecting 
poly-functional intermediate objects for a Set of terminal 
objects 501 can also be executed on different Subsets of the 
power set of the set of terminal objects 701 to locate and 
Select poly-functional intermediate objects for different Sub 
Sets of the Set of terminal objects. 
0112 AS indicated by the preceding discussion, the 
present invention identifies and Selects the poly-functional 
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object which leads to process redundancy to achieve reli 
ability and adaptability. Specifically, a firm should ensure 
that there is an adequate inventory of the Selected poly 
functional object to enable the firm to adapt to failures and 
changes in the economic environment. 
0113 Fitness Landscape 
0114. The Analysis Tools 106 of United Sherpa 100 
shown in FIG. 1 create a fitneSS landscape representation of 
the operations management problem. AS is known to perSons 
of ordinary skill in the art, a fitneSS landscape characterizes 
a Space of configurations in terms of a set of input param 
eters, defines a neighborhood relation among the members 
of the configuration Space and defines a figure of merit or 
fitness for each member of the configuration Space. 
0115 More formally, a landscape is defined over a dis 
crete Search Space of objectS X and has two properties: 
0116 (1) Objects xeX have a neighbor relation specified 
by a graph G. The nodes in G are the objects in G with the 
edges in G connecting neighboring nodes. G is most con 
Veniently represented by its adjacency matrix. 

0117 (2) A mapping f: X->R gives the cost of every 
object XeX. For purposes of Simplicity, the cost is assumed 
to be real but more generally may be any metric Space. 

0118 Without limitation, the following embodiments of 
the landscape Synthesis and analysis features of the analysis 
component 104 of the present invention are described in the 
illustrative context of fitness landscapes which are defined 
over bit strings of length n, i.e. X={0, 1}". However, it is 
apparent to perSons of ordinary skill in the art that the 
landscape Synthesis and analysis features of the present 
invention are also applicable to landscapes which are 
defined by a mixture of discrete and continuous parameters. 
The fitness of a landscape is any mapping of bit Strings to 
real numbers. For example, the fitness of a bit String X f(Z) 
is equal to the number of 1's in X. 
0119 For example, without limitation, a fitness landscape 
can represent the job shop Scheduling problem. AS previ 
ously discussed, in the job shop Scheduling problem, each 
machine at the firm performs a Set of jobs. Each job consists 
of a certain ordered Sequence of transformations from a 
defined set of transformations, So that there is at most one 
job running at any instance of time on any machine. The job 
shop Scheduling problem consists of assigning jobs to 
machines to minimize the makespan. The Set of all possible 
workable or non-workable Schedules defines the configura 
tion Space for the job shop Scheduling problem. The neigh 
borhood relation can be defined as a permutation of the 
assignment of jobs to machines. Specifically, one way to 
define the neighborhood relation is to exchange the assign 
ment of a pair of jobs to a pair of machines. For example if 
jobs a and b are assigned to machines 1 and 2 respectively 
in a job shop Schedule then a neighboring job shop Schedule 
is defined by assigning jobs a and b to machines 2 and 1 
respectively. The fitness of each job shop schedule is defined 
as its makespan. 
0120) The Analysis component 104 performs tasks for 
United Sherpa 100 to address many of the problems asso 
ciated with finding optimal, reliable and flexible Solutions 
for operations management. First, it is difficult to predict the 
effect of changes in one or more of the input parameters on 
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the outcome or fitness as the outcome may depend on the 
input parameters in a complex manner. For example, it 
might be difficult to predict the effect of adding a machine 
to a job shop, moving a manufacturing facility or contracting 
with another supplier on the reliability and flexibility of a 
firm's operations. The fitness landscape characterizes the 
effect of changes of the input parameters on the outcomes by 
defining a neighborhood relation. 

0121 Next, for most problems, only a small fraction of 
the fitnesses of the configuration Space can be determined 
through actual observations or Simulation because of the 
large size of the configuration Space. The Analysis Compo 
nent 104 of United Sherpa 100 addresses this difficulty by 
providing a method which predicts the outcomes for input 
parameter values which are neither observed nor Simulated. 
In other words, the Analysis Component 104 provides a 
method for learning the landscape from a relatively Small 
amount of observation and Simulation. 

0122) Next, simulation and observation are not determin 
istic. In other words, the simulation or observation of the 
Same input parameter values may yield different outcomes. 
This problem may be attributed to limitations associated 
with the Selection of input parameters, errors associated with 
the Setting of input parameters and errors associated with the 
observation of input parameters and outcomes because of 
noise. The analysis component 104 of United Sherpa 100 
addresses this difficulty by assigning an error bar to its 
predictions. 

0123 The Analysis component 104 of United Sherpa 100 
performs landscape synthesis 800 using the algorithm illus 
trated by the flow diagram of FIG. 8. In step 802, the 
landscape Synthesis method defines the input parameters and 
the neighborhood relation for the fitness landscape. The 
input parameters are discrete rather than continuous because 
of the nature of the configuration Space associated with 
operations management. Morever, discrete input parameters 
could also be used to represent the values of a continuous 
variable as either below a plurality of predetermined thresh 
old values or above the predetermined threshold values. For 
example, the input parameters could be binary variables 
having values that are represented by a String of N binary 
digits (bits). Preferably, step 802 defines the neighborhood 
relation Such that the distance between input parameter 
values is the Hamming distance. If x and x' represent a 
String of binary digits, then the Hamming distance is the 
number of binary digit positions in which x' and x' differ. 
The Hamming distance measure ranges from 0 when x and 
x to N when x and x' differ in every position for bit 
Strings of length N. For example, the Hamming distance 
between the bit strings of length five, 00110 and 10101, is 
three Since these bit Strings differ at positions 1, 4, and 5. 
Similarly, the Hamming distance between bit Strings of 
length five, 02121 and 02201, is also three since these bit 
Strings differ at positions 3, 4,and 5. For Strings composed of 
symbols taken from an alphabet of size A, there are (A-1)*L 
immediate neighbors at distance one. 
0.124. In step 804, the landscape synthesis method per 
forms Simulation on a domain of input parameters to pro 
duce corresponding output parameter values and Stores the 
input/output values in a data Set: D={x', y(), ..., x(t), 
y}. If the simulation is not deterministic, step 804 per 
forms multiple Simulation runs to produce multiple Sets of 
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corresponding output parameter values. Next, Step 804 com 
putes the average value for each output parameter to produce 
the corresponding output parameter values and Stores the 
input/output value pairs in a data set: D={x, y,..., x', 
y'}. This technique decreases the effect of noise and 
obtains more accurate output parameter values. Preferably, 
OrgSim 102 performs the simulation of step 804. 
0.125. In step 806, the method chooses the covariance 
function C(x, x',0) which is appropriate for the neighbor 
relation selected in step 802. The correlation p in output 
values at x and x', assuming the average output is Zero 
and the variance of outputS is 1, is the expected value for the 
product of the outputs at these two points: E(y(x)y(X)). 
The correlation for many landscapes decays exponentially 
with distance as p(s)=p', where -1 sps 1 is the correlation 
in outcomes between neighboring Strings (i.e. Strings having 
a Hamming distance of 1). See P. F. Stadler, Towards a 
theory of Landscape, in Complex Systems and Binary 
Networks. Eds: R Lopez-Pena. R. Capovilla, R Garcia 
Pelayo. H Waelbroeck, and F. Zertuche, Springer-Verlag 
Berlin, 1995. Assuming that this correlation depends only on 
the Hamming distance between the strings x and x, step 
806 defines a covariance matrix for discrete landscapes as 

C(x, x', e)=0,.C.(x), x)+0+60, (1) 
0126 wherein 

0127 C.(x,x) is the stationary part of the covariance 
matrix. The parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) and the parameters 
p through On describing the covariance function are called 
hyper-parameters. These hyper-parameters identify and 
characterize different possible families of functions. The 
hyper-parameters p through on are variables having values 
between negative one and positive one inclusive. The hyper 
parameters p through PN are interpreted as the degree of 
correlation in the landscape present along each of the N 
dimensions. Next, x =0,1 is the k" bit of x. The A 
operator in the exponent has a value of one if the Symbols 
at position k differ. Otherwise, the A operator has a value of 
ZCO. 

0128. In step 808, the landscape synthesis method forms 
the dxd covariance matrix, C(O), whose (i, j) element is 
given by C(x, x', 0). For example, the covariance matrix 
for a data Set of input/output values produced by Simulation 
with inputs, x'=010, x'=101, and x 32 110 is 

01 + 0.2 + 03 01pi.p2p3 + 0.2 01p1 + 0.2 (2) 
C (0) = 01pi.p2p3 + 03 01 + 0.2 + 03 01.p2p3 + 0.2 . 

0p1 + 0. Op2p3 + 0 0 + 0 + 03 

0129. The covariance matrix C(0) determined in step 
808 must satisfy two requirements. First, the covariance 
matrix C(O) must be symmetric. Second, the covariance 
matrix C (0) must be positive semi-definite. The covariance 
matrix C (0) is symmetric because of the symmetry of the 
A operator. 
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0130. The covariance matrix C (0) is also positive semi 
definite. The contribution from 0 is diagonal and adds 0.I 
to C. Moreover, the contribution from 0 is the same for all 
matrix elements and can be written as 011t where 1 is the 
vector of all ones. These matrices are positive definite and 
positive Semi-definite respectively. Since the Sum of positive 
Semi-definite matrices is positive Semi-definite we can prove 
that C(0) is positive semi-definite by showing that the 
matrix LC)=C(x,x) is positive semi-definite. 
0131) Assuming the discrete variables X are binary vari 
ables b, note that C.(x,x)=(C, wherein 

0132) where c(k)-p'"t". If we define the matrix 
C=lc;(k) then the matrix C. can be written as the Had 
amard or element-wise product, o, of the C: 

0.133 Now it is well known that the Hadamard product of 
positive Semi-definite matrices is itself positive Semi-defi 
nite as indicated by the Schur product theorem. Thus if we 
can Show that C is positive Semi-definite then the proof is 
complete. 

0134). Note first that the matrix elements C(k) are either 
1 if b =b, or p if bab, so we can express C(k) as 

c;(k)=1+(p-1) (b0)-2b)bi). 
0.135 Thus we can write the matrix C as 

c=11+(p-1) (b.1+1b-2bb) (3) 
0.136 where 1 is the vector of is and b is the binary 
vector b, . . . , by. To prove that C is positive 
semi-definite we must show that XCX20 for all x. Let us 
consider this matrix product in light of Eq. (3): 

x'Cx=(x1) (1x)+(p-1) ((x'b) (1x)+(x1) (by 
2Oxb) ()-('15'-2) (p-1)xb(x1-xb)=(x1) + 2p–1)xbxb. (4) 

0137 where b=1-b is another binary vector. To com 
plete the proof we must show that Eq. (4) is non-negative for 
ps 1. 
0138) Noting that 1 =b+6. Eq. (4) can be rewritten as 

x'Cx=(x'b)+2px"bx'6+(x'6)’. 
0.139 Diagonalizing this quadratic form we find that 

1 f(xb. x B.) 
-- 

XCX = f(x b, + v5.) -- 

0140 which is clearly non-negative as long asps 1. 
0.141. In an alternate embodiment, the covariance func 
tion is extended to include input dependent noise, 0(x) and 
input dependent correlations p(x). 
0142. In step 810, the landscape synthesis method deter 
mines the values of the hyper-parameters, 0=(0, 0, 0) to 
enable the characterization of the landscape in terms of the 
values of the hyper-parameters. Preferably, the method 
Selects the values of the hyper-parameters which maximizes 
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a likelihood function. A likelihood function expresses the 
probability of making the observations in the data Set: 
D={x, y, ..., x', y'} given the covariance function 
C(x, x', 0) for the different values of the hyper-param 
eters, 0=(0, 0, 0). Preferably, the method determines 
the values of the hyper-parameters which maximize the 
logarithm of the likelihood function, 

1 1 
logl(0) = - slogde(Ca(0) 2 yC'(0)y 

0.143 using the conjugate gradient method. However, as 
is known in the art, the method can use any Standard 
optimization technique to maximize the logarithm of the 
likelihood function. AS is known in the art, the gradient of 
the logarithm of the likelihood function can be determined 
analytically. See M. N. Gibbs. Bayesian Gaussian Process 
for Regression and Classification, (“Bayesian Gaussian 
Process for Regression and Classification”), Ph.D Univer 
sity of Cambridge, 1997. 

0144. Since the determination of the values of the hyper 
parameters, 0=(0, 0, 0), which maximize the log like 
lihood function can be problematic if the log likelihood 
Surface has many local extrema, an alternate embodiment 
determines the values of the hyper-parameters, 0-(0, 0, 
0) which maximize the posterior probability distribution of 
the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) given the observed 
data D={x, y, ..., x, y). The logarithm of the 
posterior probability distribution of the hyper-parameters 
(e)=(0, 0, 0) is: logL(0)+logP(0), where P(O) is a prior 
probability distribution of the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 
0). The inclusion of the prior probability distribution into 
the expression for the logarithm of the posterior probability 
distribution of the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) 
Smooths the landscape to Simplify the optimization problem. 
0145 Preferably, P(O), the prior probability distribution 
of the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) is a modified beta 
distribution. Since the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) are 
being determined with a maximum posterior estimate, the 
prior probability distribution over the p0 hyper-parameters 
are constrained to lie within the range from -1 to 1. The 
modified beta distribution satisfies this constraint. AS is 
known in the art, other distributions could be used to 
represent the prior probability distribution, P(0), as long as 
the distribution Satisfies this constraint. 

0146) Next, step 812 predicts the outcome for each new 
value for the input parameters, x' using the previously 
determined covariance function C(x, x', 0) and previ 
ously determined values for the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 
(0, 0). The probability of the outcomes has a Gaussian 
distribution with expected value y' and variance O id-1) 
given by: y 

y(d+1) (e)=y'C' (e)k ( 5) 
of y’al-K-k'C1'(0)k (6) 

0147 In the preceding two equations, y is a d-vector of 
previously observed outputs given by y'-(y', ...,y), k is 
a d-vector of covariances with the new input point and is 
given by k'=(C (x(; ; 0), ..., C (x), x: 0)), K 
is a scalar given by K=C(x, x'; 0) and C (0) is the 
(d+1)x(d+1) matrix given by: 
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C (0) k (7) 
C-1 (O) = k 

0148 C (0) is the matrix inverse of C (0) and can 
be determined analytically from Standard matrix results. AS 
is known in the art, the matrix calculations in Equations 5 
and 6 are straightforward and can be accomplished in O(d) 
time. In addition, faster but approximate matrix inversion 
techniques can be used to Speed calculations to times of 
O(d’). See Bayesian Gaussian Process for Regression and 
Classification. 
014.9 The following example shows the results obtained 
by executing the landscape synthesis method 800 on an NK 
model of a fitness landscape. In the NK model, N refers to 
the number of components in a System. Each component in 
the System makes a fitness contribution which depends upon 
that component and upon K other components among the N. 
In other words, K reflects the amount of cross-coupling 
among the System components as explained in The Origins 
of Order, Kauffman, S., Oxford University Press (1993), 
(“The Origins of Order”), Chapter 2, the contents of which 
are herein incorporated by reference. 40 random bit Strings 
of length 10 were generated and their outcomes (or y values) 
determined by the NK model with N=10 and K=1. Noise 
having a Zero mean and a Standard deviation of 0.01 was 
added to the model. 

0150 Execution of the discrete fitness landscape synthe 
sis method 800 on the NK model described above deter 
mined the following values for the hyper-parameters: 
p=0.768, p=0.782, p=0.806, p=0.794, p=0.761, 
p=0.766, p.7-0.775, p=0.751, p=0.765, p=0.769, 
(0=0.252, 0=0.227, and 0=0.011. Theoretical results for 
the NK model described above indicate that all the p values 
should be identical. Accordingly, the p values determined by 
the discrete fitness landscape synthesis method 800 were 
consistent with the theoretical results as the p values deter 
mined by the method are very similar to each other. Further, 
the discrete fitness landscape synthesis method 800 accu 
rately estimated the noise level 0, present in the landscape. 
Finally, the discrete fitness landscape synthesis method 800 
accurately constructed a fitness landscape of the NK model 
as indicated by the comparison of the outcomes predicted by 
the method 800 and their associated Standard deviation 
values for unseen input Strings with the actual outcomes 
without the added noise in the table below. As shown by the 
table, the outcomes predicted by the method 800 appeared 
on the same side of 0.5 as the actual values for 13 of the 15 
input Strings. 

X predicted (standard deviation) actual 

11OOOOOO11 0.439 (0.290) O.410 
1011011 OO1 0.441 (0.324) O.434 
O1OO111101 0.514 (0.365) O.526 
O111111010 0.525 (0.293) O.563 
O101101100 0.522 (0.268) O.510 
OOO1OO1 OO1 0.454 (0.320) O.372 
OO10101001 0.428 (0.317) O.439 
1OOOOO1111 0.516 (0.302) O.514 



-continued 

X predicted (standard deviation) actual 

11OOO1OO11 0.499 (0.291) O448 
O111OOOOOO 0.502 (0.308) O.478 
11111 OO111 0.475 (0.257) O.476 
OOOOOOOOOO 0.530 (0.269) O.531 
110111OO10 0.572 (0.306) 0.572 
1011101OOO 0.456 (0.314) 0.444 
OOO1101OOO 0.507 (0.315) O.480 

0151. The determination of the hyper-parameters (0=(0, 
0,0) for the covariance function C(x,x, 0) is valuable 
in itself because the hyper-parameterS Supply easily inter 
pretable information Such as noise levels, the range of 
correlation, the Scale of fluctuation, etc. about the landscape. 
Thus, the discrete fitness landscape synthesis method 800 
characterizes the landscape with the hyper-parameters 
(e)=(0, 0, 0). 
0152 The analysis component 104 of United Sherpa also 
performs landscape Synthesis for multiple objectives. 

0153. We assume a data set D consisting of vector output 
values t={t', . . . , t'} at the corresponding points 
{x', ..., x'}. Following the standard Gaussian Processes 
approach we define a covariance function which parameter 
izes a family of landscapes. In the vector output case the 
covariance function is no longer a Scalar but rather an MXM 
matrix of covariances between the M outputs, i.e. 

0154 Before parameterizing matrix covariances func 
tions Suitable for regression on vector outputs we derive 
formulas which predict the y value at a previously unseen X. 

O155 The task at hand is to predict the outputs y'at 
a new input point x''. We start from the standard launch 
ing point for Gaussian Processes modified for matrix-valued 
covariances: 

Z 1 t (8) PyP+1)|D, DI)) = flex- it', th. Cill PC'). ZD+1 2 iD+1 

0156 We recall that t is a vector of length MXD given by 
t=X-Pe; (xf, and that C is an IMx(D+1))xMx(D+1)) 
matrix given by C =X, PE, QC(x,x). The D-vector, 
ei, is a unit vector in the ith direction and the DxD matrix E. 
has all Zero elements except for element i, which is one. The 
(xoperator is the standard tensor product defined for an mxn 
matrix A=(A) and a pxq matrix B-B, by 

A11B . . . Al B 
A & B = : 

AB . . . An B 

0157 To determine the probability distribution for t, 
we need to invert the matrix C. We begin by writing 
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CD K 
Ki K CD 1 = 

0158 where K is the (MxD)xM matrix K-X-Pe?k(x, 
XD1) and K is the MXM matrix K=C(XD1, XP). The 
inverse of CD is given by 

(Cd - KKK) Co. K(KCK-K) Cpl. 
'' (K Co. K-K) 'K' C, (k - K Co. K) 

0159. It is convenient for our purposes to use the matrix 
inversion lemma to rewrite the 1,1 matrix element of the 
inverse So that 

C Co-Cp K(K Co. K-K) 'KC' Co K(KCpl K-K) 
D 
-- (KCK-K)' K'C, (K- KCK) 

0160 This result can now be used to simplify the argu 
ment in the exponential of Eq. (8) to 

ty-l t tri-1 try-l - C't = t (K- KCD" K) to 1 - 
t 

it, th. Cill iD+1 

0.161 where cSt is a term independent of t. Complet 
ing the Square on the above equation and Substituting into 
Eq. (8) we find 

1 exp-to-K'C'ry (k - K'C'K) '(t), - K'C't 

0162) Thus the predicted values, t, for to, and the 
estimated matrix of errors (covariances), S, are 

0163) 

X = k - K Cpl K 

0164 where we recall the definition t=X=1"k, t, k=X= 
1PeckC(x, x' (D-1) and K=C(x'P',x'P)). These results 
are the natural eXtension of the analogous results for Scalar 
valued outputs. 
0165 With these results all the standard techniques (e.g. 
determination of or integration over hyper-parameters) for 
Scalar output GP can naturally be extended to the case of 
vector outputs. 
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0182. The C. and B parameters are determined in this case 
S 

2- 2 a = -P't m) and B = "t" po 1) 

0183) Again we transform coordinates so that the real line 
is mapped to the unit interval. In this case we write 0 as a 
sigmoid function of 0: 0=(1+exp-0) so that the distri 
bution over 0 is 

T(a + (8) exp-f30 

0184 The log prior probability in this case is 

-60 - (a + 6)log(1+ exp(-0- 

0185. When we need to include the possibility of nega 
tive p we can modify the Beta distribution to cover the 
interval 0e-1,1 so that 

0186 The mean and variance of this distribution are 
m=(C-B)/(C.--f) and v=4C.B/((C+(3 (C.--f+1)) so that 

1 + m 1 - m? 1 d 1 - m 1 - m? 1 
C. : 2 al B = - - 

0187. It is also useful to convert to a variable 0 which 
assumes values over the entire real line. This can be accom 
plished by defining 0 through (0=tan h 0. The 0 distribution 
is then 

Pela, B) = ziria, (1 + tanh() (1 - tanh()f 

0188 with C. and B given as above. The log prior prob 
ability in this case is 

f3log 1 - tanhe 

log P(0|a, 6) = log +alog 1 + tanhé + 

0189 The Analysis component 104 of United Sherpa 100 
includes additional techniques to provide a more informative 
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characterization of the Structure of landscapes. These addi 
tional techniques characterize a fitness landscape or a family 
of fitness landscapes by determining the Sparse bases for 
them. The Sparse bases techniqueS offer a number of benefits 
including 1) compression, 2) characterization, 3) categori 
zation, 4) Smoothing, and 5) multiresolution. 
0190. The sparse bases techniques of the present inven 
tion compress the information in a landscape into a man 
ageable size. In order to make use of landscapes, there must 
be a way to represent them with a concise description. Even 
for a landscape defined over bit Strings of length n=20 there 
are over 106 pieces of information needed to completely 
Specify the landscape. Moreover, a complete description of 
the landscape is usually exponential in the parameters of the 
landscape. For example, the information necessary to 
describe a n=30 landscape is 1000 times larger than the 
already large n=20 landscape. Accordingly, landscapes must 
be represented by a concise, compressed description to Serve 
as a useful technique for operations management. 
0191 The sparse bases techniques also characterize land 
Scapes to identify the Salient features of a class of land 
Scapes. This characterization is useful because the optimi 
zation algorithms within the optimization component 106 of 
United Sherpa 100 are specifically designed to exploit the 
Salient features of the class of landscapes. 
0.192 United Sherpa 100 also uses the compressed 
descriptions of landscapes to form categories of landscapes. 
To find good Solutions to a new optimization problem, the 
analysis component 104 of United Sherpa 100 creates a 
landscape representation of the problem as previously dis 
cussed. Next, the analysis component 104 determines the 
sparse base representation of the landscape. Next, the analy 
sis component 104 identifies the class of landscapes which 
is most similar to the new landscape. Finally, after identi 
fying the landscape's class, the optimization component 106 
can execute that class's corresponding algorithms to find 
good Solutions to the new optimization problem. 
0193 The sparse bases techniques also allow smoothing 
of landscapes which are polluted with noise Such as intrinsic 
noise and noise introduced by measurement. Specifically, 
the analysis component 104 achieves Smoothing by chang 
ing all coefficients which fall below a predetermined thresh 
old to Zero. While smoothing loses information, it has the 
benefit of removing details which do not have global struc 
ture Such as noise. 

0194 The sparse bases techniques also achieve a multi 
resolution description. In other words, the bases extracted 
for the landscape describe the Structure of the landscape in 
many ways for use by the optimization component 106 of 
United Sherpa 100. 
0.195 To determine sparse representations of landscapes 
the analysis component 104 uses a Set F of n landscapes 
from which to construct a set of basis vectors (p; (x) So that 
any landscape feF can be represented as: 

(0196) The basis (p={{p} may be complete or overcomplete 
and it is not assumed the basis vectors are orthogonal. Let 
a={a', • • • 9 a"} denote the Set of expansion coefficients 
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for each of the n landscapes. For the basis to be sparse any 
feF can be represented reasonably accurately with few basis 
vectors, i.e. most of the a. are Zero. The analysis compo 
nent 104 of United Sherpa 100 includes two approaches for 
determining the bases (p={p} for landscapes. 
0197). In the first approach, the analysis component 104 
of United Sherpa 100 applies principal components analysis 
to discrete landscapes. In this approach, the analysis com 
ponent 104 begins by constructing the xxx correlation 
matrix R of outcomes at input points acroSS the family of 
landscapes F. The positive definite covariance matrix R is 
defined with elements: 

0198 To form the complete and orthogonal basis (p, the 
analysis component 104 diagonalizes R Such that: 

0199 The complete and orthogonal basis (p is called the 
principle component basis. The Small number of p vectors 
having the largest eigenvalues Suffice to capture most of the 
features of R. In other words, n-by so f defines a small 
subspace of R. 
0200 Many algorithms are known in the art to diagonal 
ize a matrix to find the eigenvalues. Preferably, for large 
matrices, the analysis component 104 uses faster techniques 
Such as the Lanczos methods to find the largest eigenvalues. 
The reconstruction of the landscapes using the principal 
component basis has the minimum Squared reconstruction 
CO. 

0201 After the analysis component 104 diagonalizes R, 
any function fief can then be expanded in the n basis vectors 
which span this Subspace having at most n dimensions as: 

S f(S) = Xad(s) with a = - 2. Xd, (5)8, (5) 

0202 Preferably, the basis is ordered in decreasing order 
of the eigenvalues. From a computational viewpoint, finding 
these n basis vectorS is considerably simpler than diagonal 
izing the entire Xxx correlation matrix R. 
0203 The principal component analysis representation of 
f offers a number of advantages. First, it is uncorrelated in 
the Sense that 
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0204 Moreover the principal component analysis recon 
Struction using m-n basis vectors 

i 

0205 has the minimum squared error The final advantage 
is that the principal component analysis basis is compact or 
sparse. Specifically, the principal component analysis basis 
has a much lower dimension since m-ly. 
0206. In the second and preferred approach for determin 
ing the bases (p={p} for landscapes illustrated by the flow 
diagram of FIG. 9, the analysis component 104 of United 
Sherpa 100 applies independent component analysis to 
discrete landscapes. Independent component analysis was 
first applied to visual image as described in, Olshausen, BA 
and D J Field, Emergence of Simple-cell receptive field 
properties by learning a Sparse code for natural images, 
Nature 381.607-609, 1996, the contents of which are herein 
incorporated by reference. 
0207. In step 902, the sparse bases method 900 randomly 
initializes a p basis. Specifically, the method 900 selects a 
random value for each element in the matrix with elements 
d=p(x). In step 904, for the given (p basis as represented 
in the matrix d, the sparse bases method 900 minimizes the 
following energy function with respect to all the expansion 
coefficients a: 

2 1 W. 
E(a, if) = 22. g -Xa'd, (5) -- AX S(a. to: i 

s 

0208 
0209 When minimized, the function S biases the a. 
towards Zero to control the Sparsity of the representation. 
Preferably, S decomposes into a sum over the individual 
expansion coefficients of the ith landscape. In an alternate 
embodiment, S is a function of all the expansion coefficients 
for the ith landscape, S(a), consequently, the term XS(a/ 
O) forces the coefficients of the ith landscape towards Zero. 
The scale of the a. is Set by normalizing them with respect 
to their variance across the family of landscapes, F. 
0210. The sparse bases method 900 balances the sparse 
neSS of the representation with the requirement that the 
Selected basis reconstruct the landscapes in the family of 
landscapes, F as accurately as possible. Specifically, the 
term: 

to determine a, where =2|Bof. 

2 

X. g -Xa'do i 
3. 

0211 represents a Squared error criterion for the recon 
Struction error. The balance between SparseneSS and accu 
racy of the reconstruction is controlled by a parameter A. 
Larger values of 2 favor more sparse representations while 
smaller favor more accurate reconstructions. In step 906, 
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the sparse bases method 900 updates the basis vectors by 
updating the matrix d with the values of the expansion 
coefficients a which were determined by step 904. In step 
908, the sparse bases method 900 determines whether con 
Vergence has been achieved. If convergence has been 
achieved as determined in step 908, the method 900 termi 
nates in step 910. If convergence has not been achieved as 
determined in step 908, control returns to step 906. 
0212. The mathematical derivation of the energy function 
used in step 906 was motivated by the desire to balance the 
sparseness of the representation with the requirement that 
the Selected basis reconstruct the landscapes in the family of 
landscapes, F as accurately as possible. From a probabilistic 
perspective, P(pF) was determined where p is compact or 
sparse. This probability P(cpF) is written as: 

0213) Given a basis (p, the likelihood of obtaining a 
landscape f is 

P(flip)= da P(fa, (p) P(a) 

0214) 
P(pf)s P(q) da P(fa, (p) P(a) 

0215 Thus, P(b), P(a) and P(fa, (p) have to be expressed. 

and So, 

0216 Since the landscapes are identical and indepen 
dently distributed, the prior P(a) on the expansion coeffi 
cients is written as, P(a)=II, "P(a). To impose some 
compression or sparsity, the prior P(a) is written as: 

Zi 
i 

0217. Alternatively, with a little extra complexity, a dif 
ferent f is used for each basis function (p 
0218. This derivation assumes that the factors contribut 
ing to f after the correct basis has been determined are 
independent. The function S() is a function forcing the a to 
be as close to zero if possible. Preferably, S(x) is x. 
Alternative choices for S(x) include ln(1+x) and exp-x). 
If the independence factorization of P(a) is given up, an 
additional alternative choice for S(x) is the entropy of the 
distribution p;=a, Xiaf. In an alternate embodiment, S(x) 
includes a bias in the form of a Gibbs random field. 

0219. Since the landscapes are generated by an indepen 
dent and identically distributed process, the likelihood func 
tion can be written: 

0220 where f is the ith landscape in f. Because the basis 
(p may be overcomplete the likelihood of a landscape f 
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given a basis (p and a set of expansion coefficients a' is 
expressed as 

eX (to X. a'i) ?e -- i 
: I - (i) Y - Pfa', (b) = Zf 

0221) Thus, the coefficients are selected to minimize the 
least Squared error. Further, the maximum likelihood esti 
mate for p is: 

3. s' = argmax.P. f.) = argmax." Pfia, 8)Pa). 

0222. The maximum log-likelihood estimate, which is 
Simpler to work with, is: 

aX 

ln(P(fa, (5) P(a)) 

= argmax, I-II P(fa), oral 
i=1 

(p = argmax, 

= argmax, (II lnP(fa', (b)+ tire 
i=1 

0223 Substituting the specific forms for P(a) and P(fa, (p) 
educes to minimizing an energy function which is used in 
tep 904 of the sparse bases method 900 shown in FIG. 9 and 
is defined by: 

1 V. 
E(a, if) = 3.12. |G-24's + AXES(a) le i 

0224 where 2–2|Bo’ 
0225 Optimization 
0226. The analysis component 104 and optimization 
component 106 of United Sherpa 100 include techniques to 
identify the regime of a firm's operations management and 
to modify the firm's operations management to improve its 
fitness. The identification of a firm's regime characterizes 
the firm’s ability to adapt to failures and changes within its 
economic web. In other words, the identification of a firm's 
regime is indicative of a firm's reliability and adaptability. 
0227 FIG. 10 shows the flow diagram of an overview of 
a first technique to identify a firm's regime. In step 1002, a 
firm conducts changes in its operations management Strat 
egy. For instance, a firm could make modifications to the Set 
of processes which it uses to produce complex goods and 
Services. This set of processes is called a firm's Standard 
operating procedures. In addition, a firm could make modi 
fications to its organizational structure. In step 1004, the firm 
analyzes the sizes of the avalanches of alterations to a firm's 
operations management which was induced by the initial 
change. 
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0228. The definition of avalanches of alterations include 
a Series of changes which follow from an initial change to a 
firm's operations management. For example, a firm makes 
an initial change to its operation management to adjust to 
failures or changes in its economic environment. This initial 
change may lead to further changes in the firm's operations 
management. Next, these further changes may lead to even 
further changes in the firm's operations management. 

0229. In the first regime called the ordered regime, the 
initial change to a firm's operations management causes 
either no avalanches of induced alterations or a Small 
number of avalanches of induced alterations. Further, the 
avalanches of induced alterations do not increase in size 
with an increase in the size of the problem Space. 
0230. In the second regime called the chaotic regime, the 
initial change to a firm's operations management causes a 
range of avalanches of induced alterations which Scale in 
Size from Small to very large. Further, the avalanches of 
induced alterations increase in size in proportion to increases 
in the Size of the problem Space. 

0231. In the third regime called the edge of chaos, the 
initial change to a firm's operations management causes a 
power law size distribution of avalanches of induced alter 
ations with many Small avalanches and progressively fewer 
large avalanches. Further, the avalanches of induced alter 
ations increase in size less than linearly with respect to 
increases in the Size of the problem Space. The edge of chaos 
is also called the phase transition regime. 
0232 The analysis component 104 and the optimization 
component 106 of United Sherpa 100 include algorithms to 
improve the fitness of a firm's operations management. 
These algorithms modify a firm's operations management in 
order to achieve the desired improvement. The fitness of a 
firm's operations management includes long term figures of 
merit Such as unit cost of production, profit, customer 
Satisfaction, etc. These modifications include Shakedown 
cruises. Shakedown cruises are natural experiments includ 
ing normal variations in a firm's Standard operating proce 
dures, the organizational Structure, and the distribution of 
decision making authority within the organizational Struc 
ture. The modifications also include purposeful experiments. 
0233. These algorithms must properly tune the scale of 
their modifications in order to achieve the desired improve 
ment in the fitness of the firm's operations management. For 
instance, if the Scale of the modifications of the natural 
experiments or purposeful experiments is too small, the firm 
will remain frozen in a region of the Space of operations 
management Solutions which is too small. Conversely, if the 
Scale of the modifications of the natural experiments or 
purposeful experiments is too large, the firm will become too 
chaotic to adapt well to failures and changes in its economic 
web. However, if the scale of the modifications of the natural 
experiments or purposeful experiments is well tuned, the 
firm will Search the Space of operations management Solu 
tions efficiently and will Settle into an optimal Solution. 
0234. The algorithms to improve the fitness of a firm's 
operations management are applicable to both Single objec 
tive optimization and multi-objective optimization. For 
multi-objective optimization with n component fitness func 
tions, the algorithms attempt to attain a Global Pareto 
Optimal solution. In a Global Pareto Optimal solution, none 
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of the component fitness functions can be improved without 
adversely effecting one or more other component fitness 
functions. If the attainment of a Global Pareto Optimal 
Solution is not feasible, the algorithms attempt to find a good 
Local pareto Optimal solution. In a Local Pareto Optimal 
Solution, none of the component fitness functions can be 
improved by an incremental modification to a neighboring 
operations management Solution without adversely effecting 
one or more of the other component fitness functions. The 
definition of optimal includes good Solutions which may not 
necessarily be the best Solution. 
0235 An algorithm for improving the fitness of a firm's 
operations management is described in a co-pending provi 
sional patent application, No. 60/103,128, titled, “A Method 
and System for Optimization of Operations Management 
using Production Recipes and Learning Curves' filed Oct. 2, 
1998, the contents of which are herein incorporated by 
reference. 

0236 Additional algorithms for improving the fitness of 
a firm's operations management involving local reinforce 
ment learning with patches, neighborhood definition and 
limits on the fraction of components (tau) which can change 
at a particular times are described in co-pending provisional 
application titled, “Method and system for Dynamic Load 
based Control of Routing in Data Communication Networks 
and of Control of Other Systems” (Attorney Docket Number 
9392-0023-888) the contents of which are herein incorpo 
rated by references. These algorithms are further described 
in co-pending provisional application, No. 60/118,174, 
titled, “A Method and System for Adaptive, Self-Configur 
ing Resource Allocation in Distributed Systems’”, the con 
tents of which are herein incorporated by reference. 
0237 Fitness landscapes fall into three major categories 
in accordance with the characteristics of the landscape. FIG. 
11 shows the flow diagram of an algorithm 1100 to move a 
firm's fitness landscape to a favorable category by adjusting 
the constraints on the firm's operations management. In 
other words, the algorithm of FIG. 11 makes it easier to find 
good Solutions to a firm's operations management problems. 

0238. In the first category, none of the solutions repre 
Sented on the fitness landscape representation of the opera 
tions management problem are acceptable Solutions. In the 
Second category, the fitneSS landscape representation con 
tains isolated areas of acceptable Solutions to the operations 
management problem. The Second category is called the 
isolated peaks category. In the third category, the fitness 
landscape representation contains percolating connected 
WebS of acceptable Solutions. The third category is called the 
percolating web category. 
0239). In step 1102, the landscape adjustment algorithm 
1100 identifies the characteristics of the landscape using one 
of a number of different techniques. For example, the 
landscape synthesis method 800 of FIG. 8 determines the 
hyper-parameters (0=(0, 0, 0) for the covariance func 
tion C(x,x'0). These hyper-parameters Supply easily inter 
pretable information about the landscape Such as noise 
levels, the range of correlation, and the Scale of fluctuation. 
Similarly, the sparse bases method 900 of FIG. 9 also 
characterizes landscape to identify their Salient features. 
0240 FIG. 12a displays a flow graph of an algorithm 
which uses the Hausdorf dimension to characterize a fitneSS 
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landscape. In other words, the algorithm 1200 of FIG. 12a 
represents the preferred method for performing the operation 
of step 1102 of the algorithm of FIG. 11. However, the 
present invention is not limited to the algorithm 1200 of 
FIG. 12a as alternate algorithms could be used to charac 
terize a fitness landscape. In Step 1202, the landscape 
characterization algorithm 1200 identifies an arbitrary initial 
point on the landscape representation of the Space of opera 
tions management configurations. The method 1200 also 
initializes a neighborhood distance variable, r, and an itera 
tion variable, i, to the distance to a neighboring point on the 
fitness landscape and to 1 respectively. In Step 1204, the 
landscape characterization algorithm Samples a predeter 
mined number of random points at a distance, r * i. Step 
1206 determines the fitness of the random points which were 
sampled in step 1204. Step 1208 counts the number of 
random points generated in Step 1202 having fitneSS Values 
which exceed a predetermined threshold. In other words, 
step 1208 counts the number of random points generated in 
step 1202 which are acceptable solutions. Step 1210 incre 
ments the iteration variable, i, by one. Step 1212 determines 
whether the iteration variable, i, is less than or equal to a 
predetermined maximum number of iterations. If the itera 
tion variable, i, is greater than the predetermined maximum 
number of iterations, then control proceeds to step 1214. If 
the iteration variable, i, is less than or equal to the prede 
termined maximum number of iterations, then control 
returns to step 1204 where the algorithm 1200 samples a 
predetermined number of random points at the next Succes 
Sively higher distance from the initial point on the landscape. 
Accordingly, Successive iterations of the loop of the flow 
diagram of FIG. 12a, counts the number of acceptable 
Solutions on concentric shells at Successively higher dis 
tances from the initial point in the landscape. 

0241. In step 1214, the method 1200 computes the Haus 
dorf dimension of the landscape for Successive shells from 
the initial point on the landscape. The Hausdorf dimension 
is defined as the ratio of the logarithm of the number of 
acceptable Solutions at distance (i+1) to the logarithm of the 
number of acceptable Solutions at distance i. 

0242. The method 1200 computes the Hausdorf dimen 
Sion for a predetermined number of randomly determined 
initial points on the landscape to characterize the fitneSS 
landscape. Specifically, if the Hausdorf dimension is greater 
than 1.0, then the landscape is in the percolating web 
category. If the Hausdorf dimension is less than 1.0, then the 
landscape is in the isolated peaks category. 

0243 Alternative techniques could be used to character 
ize fitness landscapes. Such as techniques which measure the 
correlation as a function of distance acroSS the landscape. 
For example, one Such technique Samples a random 
Sequence of neighboring points on the fitneSS landscape, 
computes their corresponding fitness values and calculates 
the auto-correlation function for the Series of positions 
which are separated by S steps as S varies from 1 to N, a 
positive integer. If the correlation falls off exponentially with 
distance, the fitness landscape is Auto-Regressive 1 (AR1). 
For fitness landscapes characterized as Auto-Regressive 2 
(AR2), there are two correlation lengths which are Some 
times oriented in different directions. These approaches for 
characterizing a landscape generalize to a spectra of corre 
lation points. See Origins of Order. 
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0244 Exemplary techniques to characterize landscapes 
further include the assessment of power in the fitness 
landscape at different generalized wavelengths. AS is known 
in the art, the wavelengths could be Walsh functions. 

0245. In step 1104 of the algorithm of FIG. 11, the fitness 
landscape is moved to a more favorable category by adjust 
ing the constraints on the firm's operations management 
using the technology graph. For example, if the firm desires 
to be operating in the percolating web category and Step 
1102 indicates that the firm is operating in either the first 
category of landscapes which has no acceptable Solutions or 
the isolated peaks category, step 1104 will modify the firm's 
operations management to move the firm to the percolating 
web category. Similarly, if the firm desires to be operating in 
the isolated peaks category and Step 1102 indicates that the 
firm is operating in either the first category of landscapes or 
the percolating web regime, step 1104 will modify the firm's 
operations management to move the firm to the isolated 
peaks category. 

0246) Without limitation, the algorithm of FIG. 11 for 
moving a firm to more desirable category of operation is 
described in the illustrative context of moving the firm to the 
percolating web category. However, it will be apparent to 
one of ordinary skill in the art that the algorithm of FIG. 11 
could also be used to move the firm to the isolated peaks 
regime within the context of the present invention which 
includes the creation and landscape representation of the 
environment, the characterization of the landscape represen 
tation, the determination of factors effecting the landscape 
characterization and the adjustment of the factors to facili 
tate the identification of an optimal operations management 
solution. Step 1104 moves the firm to the percolating web 
category using a variety of different techniques. First, Step 
1104 eases the constraints on the operations management 
problem. Specifically, step 1104 increases the maximum 
allowable makespan for technology graph Synthesis. 
Increasing the allowable makespan leads to the development 
of redundant construction pathways from the founder Set to 
the terminal objects as explained by the discussion of FIG. 
6. 

0247 Preferably, step 1104 further includes the synthesis 
of poly-functional objects. Preferably, step 1104 further 
includes the selective buffering of founder objects and 
intermediate objects supplied by other firms. The identifi 
cation of redundant construction pathways, the Synthesis of 
poly-functional objects and the Selective buffering of 
founder objects and intermediate objects Supplied by other 
firms act to improve the overall fitness of the fitness land 
Scape representation of the operations management problem. 
In other words, these techniques act to raise the fitness 
landscape. 

0248 Easing constraints and improving the overall fit 
neSS for operations management produce a phase transition 
from the isolated peaks category to the percolating web 
category as explained by analogy to a physical landscape. 
Picture the landscape representation as the Alps with a cloud 
layer which begins at the Valley and rises to a particular 
height. The area above the cloud layer in the Sunshine on the 
Alps corresponds to the Subspace of acceptable Solutions on 
the fitness landscape. The area in the cloud layer on the Alps 
corresponds to the unacceptable Solutions on the fitness 
landscape. Further, assume in the analogy that a hiker is on 
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the Alps. ASSume that the hiker remains alive in the Sunshine 
and dies either immediately after entering the cloud layer or 
after lingering in the cloud layer for a particular time period. 
0249. The first category of fitness landscapes corresponds 
to the situation where the cloud layer rises to a height above 
Mount Blanc, the highest point on the Alps. In this situation, 
the hiker cannot leave the cloud layer and dies. Accordingly, 
there are no acceptable Solutions in the first category of 
fitness landscapes. 
0250 Easing constraints and improving the overall fit 
neSS for operations management causes a phase transition to 
the situation where a Small number of high peaks on the Alps 
lies above the cloud layer in the Sunshine. In other words the 
easing of constraints and the improvement of the overall 
fitness act to lower the cloud layer and raise the landscape 
in the analogy. In this situation, the hiker lives if he remains 
on one of the high peaks which lie in the Sunshine. However, 
the hiker cannot travel from one of the high peaks to another 
of the high peaks because he must pass through the cloud 
layer to travel between high peaks. Accordingly, the Second 
category of fitneSS landscapes contains isolated areas of 
acceptable Solutions. 
0251 Continued easing of constraints and improvement 
of the overall fitness for operations management causes a 
phase transition to the third category of fitneSS landscapes 
corresponding to the situation where the cloud layer is 
Sufficiently low and the landscape is Sufficiently high to 
enable the development of connected or percolating path 
ways in the Sunshine among the peaks. Accordingly, the 
third category of fitness landscapes contains connected 
pathways of acceptable Solutions. 
0252) The movement to the third category of fitness 
landscapes represents a movement to a operations manage 
ment Solution which is more reliable and adaptable to 
failures and changes in the economic web respectively. For 
example, Suppose that failures and changes in the economic 
web cause a shift in the fitneSS landscape underneath the 
hiker. If the hiker is operating in an isolated peaks category, 
the hiker will be plunged into a cloud and die. Conversely, 
if the hiker is operating in a percolating web category, the 
hiker can adapt to the failures and changes by walking along 
neighboring points in the Sunshine to new peaks. 
0253) In the hiker analogy, the hiker represents a firm. 
The changing landscape represents changes in the economic 
environment of the firm. A hiker remaining in the Sunshine 
represents a firm that can adapt to failures and changes in the 
economic environment while a hiker who falls into the 
clouds represents a firm that does not Survive with changes 
in the economic environment. 

0254 The optimization component 106 of United Sherpa 
100 comprises a set of heuristics to identify solutions for 
operations management having minimal cost or energy 
values. Solutions with low cost and energy values have high 
fitness values. FIG. 12b displays the flow graph represen 
tation of an optimization method 1250 which converts the 
optimization problem to density estimation and extrapola 
tion. In Step 1252, the density estimation and extrapolation 
method 1250 samples m points from an energy function. The 
energy function is defined as, fixeeX->yeY where X is the 
Space of Solutions and Y is the Space of energy values. 
Accordingly, the Space of Solutions X and the energy func 
tion f define an energy landscape. 
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0255 Without limitation, the density estimation and 
extrapolation optimization method 1250 of the optimization 
component 106 of the present invention is described in the 
illustrative context of combinatorial optimization in which X 
is discrete and Y is continuous. However, it is apparent to 
perSons of ordinary skill in the art that the density estimation 
and extrapolation optimization method 1250 is applicable 
whether X and Y are discrete or continuous. 

0256 In step 1254, the method 1250 represents Y as the 
union of intervals: 

0257) The intervals may overlap. Step 1254 groups the 
observed data, d={d,d' where d is the ordered set of 
Sample X's and d is the ordered Set of corresponding costs 
into c intervals where the ith intervalie 0,..., c-1 includes 
energies e--iöse-e--(i+1) & and Ö=(e-e)/c. The density esti 
mation and extrapolation optimization method 800 is appli 
cable to both Single objective optimization and multi-objec 
tive optimization. For multi-objective optimization with n 
cost functions, the intervals will be n-dimensional regions. 
0258 Preferably, step 1254 defines the intervals to 
smooth the time series of observed data, d={d, d. Pref 
erably, step 1254 slides the intervals with significant overlap 
to Smooth the time series of observed data d={d, d’. 
0259. In step 1256, the method 1250 estimates the prob 
ability density function P(x) representing the probability 
that an xeX has cost within the ith interval: P(x)= 
Prob{f(x)el. Preferably, step 1256 performs parametric 
density estimation, P(x0), by Setting the parameters 0 in 
accordance with the observed data d={d', d' using a 
learning algorithm. 
0260 Representing an input Sequence space as 
X=XX . . . X, the density P(x) can be factored as: 

0261 where {x} is the set of variables upon which X, 
depends. The set of variables upon which X depends could 
be empty. Preferably, step 1256 uses Bayesian network 
algorithms to learn both the sets {x} and the specific form 
of the conditional densities P(x-x}). If the cardinality of 
each of the sets is less than or equal to 1, then step 1256 
executes algorithms with a computational complexity of 
O(n ) - 57 - DC 1 - 281903.1 to solve this problem. These 
algorithms minimize the Kullbakc-Liebler distance between 
Such a Singly factored distribution to the distribution esti 
mated from the data. Preferably, for the Bayesian trees, step 
1256 represents each of the n conditional distributions in 
terms of unknown parameters. In the case of binary data, 
these parameters are p, and q. If pi=P(x=1X}=0) and 

0262. Such expansions assuming the {x} are typically 
called Chow expansions. 
0263. The approach for estimating the probability density 
function P(x{x}) of step 1256 is incremental to enable easy 
improvement of the current estimate as new data becomes 
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available. Further, it is easy to sample from the form of the 
probability density function P(x{x}) of step 1256. This 
feature is useful Since the discrete fitness landscape Synthe 
sis method 1250 needs to determine the X extremizing f. 
0264. In step 1258, the discrete fitness landscape synthe 
sis method 1250 extrapolates the parameters 0 from the 
known probability density function P(xd) to the unknown 
probability density function, P(x). Step 1258 uses straight 
forward regression to extrapolate the parameters 0. The 
Chow expansion of Step 1256 requires a dependency graph 
as input. If the dependency is assumed not to change acroSS 
different intervals, then the regression problem becomes one 
of extrapolating the 2n-1 p and qi parameters. Note that 
there are only 2n-1 parameters since one of the {x} is 
empty. Preferably, step 1258 uses a standard lag method to 
do the extrapolation Such that: 

0265. The number of lags of the standard lag method of 
step 1258 can vary. The extrapolation method of step 1258 
models the imprecision of the parameters of the probability 
density function due to the effect of noise. Preferably, the 
extrapolation method of step 1258 models the imprecision of 
each parameter as a Gaussian error which is proportional to 
the number of Samples used to estimate that parameter. 
0266. In step 1260, the method 1250 determines whether 
the interval I* contains a Solution XeX having an energy 
minima which is below a predetermined threshold. If the 
interval I* contains a Solution XeX having an energy minima 
which is below the predetermined threshold as determined in 
step 1260, then control proceeds to step 1262 where the 
method terminates. If the interval I* does not contain a 
Solution XeX having an energy minima which is below the 
predetermined threshold as determined in step 1260, control 
proceeds to step 1264. 
0267 In step 1264, the method 1250 generates data 
samples from within the interval I*, using the probability 
density function which was extrapolated for the interval I* 
in step 1258. After execution of step 1264, control proceeds 
to step 1258 where the discrete fitness landscape synthesis 
method 1250 extrapolates the parameters 0 to determine the 
next unknown probability distribution function. Accord 
ingly, the method 1250 iterates to find successively lower 
energy Solutions. 
0268. The discrete fitness landscape synthesis method 
1250 represents an improvement over conventional genetic 
algorithms. Conventional genetic algorithms discard data 
during their operation. For instance, they discard Samples 
having a high cost. Similarly, conventional genetic algo 
rithms use only a portion of the available data during their 
operation. For instance, the crossover operation of conven 
tional genetic algorithms only uses pairwise combinations of 
data. In contrast, the discrete fitness landscape Synthesis 
method 1250 uses all the data associated with a population 
of Samples of the energy function to extract their Statistical 
regularities. Next, the method 1250 determines how the 
regularities vary with cost and extrapolates them to the kind 
of regularities which are expected for lower cost values. The 
method 1250 probabilistically generates new points having 
the desired regularities using the extrapolated model. The 
method 1250 also uses Samples having higher costs to 
incrementally improve the density estimate for higher inter 
vals instead of Simply discarding those samples. 
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0269. Automated Market 
0270. The AM 108 operates to automate the exchange of 
resources among entities. Further, AMs 108 provide the 
mechanism by which transactions linking activities in pro 
ceSSes are coordinated and algorithmic procedures based on 
computer models of the State of the firm optimize these 
transactions. 

0271) Without limitation, the Automated Market 108 will 
be described in the illustrative context of automated tech 
niques for matching buyers and Sellers of financial instru 
ments. However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill 
in the art that the aspects of the embodiments of the 
Automated Market 108, which include defining properties 
for resources, finding matches among the properties to 
identify candidate exchanges, evaluating the candidate 
eXchanges and Selecting one or more of the candidate 
eXchanges having optional value, are also applicable in other 
COnteXtS. 

0272. Additional exemplary contexts for Automated 
Markets 108 include the scheduling of painting of automo 
biles or trucks within an automobile manufacturer as previ 
ously explained in the discussion of FIG. 3a and building 
climate control. Another exemplary context for Automated 
Markets 108 include the Internet, where economic agents 
bid in real time to advertise products and Services to web 
Surfers. 

0273) The AM 108 acts to broker deals based on infor 
mation and preferences Supplied by the participating entities 
Such as economic agents. In one embodiment representing a 
distributed, dynamic system, the AM 108 includes rules of 
engagement using methods from game theory which allow 
for effective, dynamic negotiation in different domains. In 
this embodiment, the very process of bidding and asking by 
economic agents establishes the trades. The process of 
bidding and asking include the double aural auction. Com 
putational agents representing economic agents have inter 
nal representations of the conflicting contingent and possibly 
non-comparable utilities within the economic agent. 
0274) In the preferred embodiment, the AM 108 includes 
computational agents which are programmed to act as 
Surrogates for economic agents including human beings. 
This preferred embodiment represents the most direct trans 
lation from actual marketplaces within an economy to the 
automated market 108, a market emulation model. 
0275. In the preferred embodiment, the computational 
agents utilize one or more of a variety of techniques to 
determine optimal buying or Selling Strategies for the cor 
responding economic agent. These techniques include fixed 
algorithms and evolving algorithms. The techniques include 
algorithms Such as genetic algorithms, genetic program 
ming, Simulated annealing, and adaptive landscape Search 
algorithms. These algorithms operate in either a fixed Strat 
egy space or in an open but algorithmically Specifiable 
Strategy Space. The algorithms Search for buy or Sell Strat 
egies which optimize either Single or multiple utilities within 
the economic agents. 
0276. In the automated market 108, the computational 
agents representing economic agents can be tuned to rapidly 
find genuine fundamental price equilibrium. Alternatively, 
Such agents can be tuned to exhibit Speculative bubbles. 
Tuning from fundamental to Speculative behavior may be 
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achieved by tuning the mutation rate in the underlying 
genetic algorithm from low to high. 
0277. In the present invention, computational agents 
Searching trade Strategy space can be tuned in a variety of 
means in automated markets 108 to jointly find the analogue 
of fundamental price or to trade speculatively. 
0278 Preferable, the Automated Market 108 includes the 
ability to bundle orders and resources in order to meet the 
demand for large transactions. When possible, the Auto 
mated Market 108 automatically aggregates Small orders to 
create additional liquidity in the market. This capability is 
very important for applications involving Supply chain man 
agement. This capability is also important for other trans 
actional boundaries in economic webs. For example, the 
Automated Market 108 will uses the bundling ability when 
a larger company in a Supply chain requires more of a 
commodity than any Single Supplier can Supply. 
0279 Similarly, the Automated market 108 will also 
bundle complementary products which are needed to pro 
duce a finished product. Specifically, the AM 108 can 
automatically bundle many complementary resources Such 
as Screws and Screw drivers from many different Suppliers 
together. Bundling with the automated market 108 can be 
thought of as a portfolio trade within the process. For certain 
eXchanges, the automated market 108 performs pooling of 
Suppliers to Satisfy one large purchaser. For example, the 
automated market 108 will perform pooling of suppliers to 
Satisfy one large purchaser in the graded diamond exchange. 
In contrast, pooling will not be appropriate for other mar 
kets. For example, pooling will not be appropriate for most 
eXchanges because the buyers typically want a Single point 
of contact. 

0280. In the preferred embodiment, the AM 108 receives 
trading preferences computed by the economic agents and 
an optimization engine within the AM 108 finds the trade 
which maximizes the preferences of the participating eco 
nomic agents. Specifically, the AM 108 allows economic 
agents Such as organizations and firms to anonymously 
Submit terms of a favorable exchange. Upon receipt of the 
trading preferences from the economic agents, the AM 108 
reconciles compatible buyers and Sellers. All of the terms 
that need to be negotiated are specified privately in a manner 
that incorporates the flexibility and often non-comparable 
utilities of the organization. Further, none of the Surfaces 
will be available for inspection or analysis by any other 
market participant, or any third party. Since the AM 108 has 
the ability to receive preferences from economic agents 
which privately specify the range over which they are 
flexible on various terms, the present invention allows the 
negotiation process to be automated without publicizing the 
internal State of the participating economic agents. 
0281 For the exchange of goods, these terms include 
price and quantity. optionally, the terms could further 
include eXchange location, eXchange time, quality/purity 
descriptors, the current Sequence of contracts, Sales offers, 
and purchase offers and the future Sequence of contracts, 
Sales offers and purchase offers. For example, in the 
eXchange of crude oil, the terms might include price, Vol 
ume, delivery point, Sulfur content, and Specific gravity. The 
terms could also be contingent on the delivery of other 
COntractS. 

0282 For the exchange of services, the terms include at 
least price and time. Further, the terms could also include 
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other factors which are necessary to Specify the Service. For 
example, in the exchange of transportation Services, the 
terms would include price, Volume, weight, pickup time and 
location, and delivery time and location. 

0283) The Automated Market 108 receives multi-dimen 
Sional preference Surfaces from the economic agents in the 
economy desiring to exchange a good or Service. Economic 
agents use the multi-dimensional preference Surface to 
specify their flexibility on the terms of the exchange. For 
example, a purchaser will not buy a good or Service above 
a price Specified on its multi-dimensional preference Sur 
face. Similarly, a seller will not sell a good or service below 
a price Specified on its multi-dimensional preference Sur 
face. Accordingly, the multi-dimensional Surface captures 
all the correlations between the terms of the economic 
agents Seeking to participate in the eXchange. 

0284. In general, there will be more than 3 terms that 
need to be negotiated on a particular exchange. When there 
are more than three terms, it will not be easy to visualize the 
preference Surface. In this case, the preference Surface is 
entered into the automated market 108 using multiple two or 
three-dimensional preference Surfaces. Alternatively, the 
preference Surface is entered using an equation or Series of 
equations. In the preferred embodiment, an economic 
agent's operations management System automatically speci 
fies the economic agent's preference Surface by monitoring 
its status. Specifically, the modeling and Simulation compo 
nent 102, the optimization component 106 and the analysis 
component 104 of United Sherpa 100 operate to produce 
preference surfaces for the automated market 108 as shown 
in FIG. 1. 

0285) The automated market 108 matches buyers and 
Sellers at published times. The frequency of this matching 
process will be at a time Scale appropriate for the given 
market. For example, a market eXchange for Boeing 777s 
will happen leSS frequently than a market eXchange for Ford 
Taurus brake pads. 

0286 Buyer and seller surfaces scheduled for reconcili 
ation at the time of a matching are committed. In other 
words, each buyer and Seller is committed to accept any 
trade below or above their preference Surfaces respectively. 
The automated market 108 analyzes these committed Sur 
faces for Overlapping regions. In general, for an exchange 
set up with N terms of negotiation, there will be an N-di 
mensional region of overlap between the Surfaces for poten 
tial buyers and Sellers. 

0287. The automated market 108 also has support for 
assigning priorities to the constituent factors of the prefer 
ence Surfaces. For example, in Some market eXchanges, the 
highest Volume contracts will be matched up first, while in 
other market eXchanges, the earliest transaction date con 
tracts will be matched up first. 
0288. After analysis of a given matching period, the 
automated market 108 will prepare a list of the N negotiated 
terms for each match found. Next, the automated market 108 
will notify each participant of the deal (if any) resulting from 
their submitted preference surface. Several different sets of 
terms may result from one matching period, but each market 
participant receives at most one match per committed pref 
erence Surface. The automated market 108 also Supports a 
Set of rules governing the participation of the economic 
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agents. For example, one Set of rules establishes punitive 
damageS for defaults on committed and reconciled deals. 
0289 AS previously explained, the automated market 108 
of the present invention can match buyers and Sellers of 
Stock portfolios. The optimization task is to maximize the 
joint Satisfaction of buyers and Sellers of Stock portfolios. In 
other words, the optimization task determines the prices of 
all Stocks involved in the transaction which will maximizing 
the joint satisfaction of the buyers and sellers. The link trader 
is the trader initializing a trade whether buying or Selling. 
The contra trader is his partner (the Seller if he is buying, or 
the buyer if he is selling). The Automated Market 108 seeks 
to achieve an optimal mutual or joint Satisfaction of both the 
link trader S and the contra trader S wherein the definition 
of optimal includes high Satisfaction which may not neces 
Sarily be the highest Satisfaction. The Satisfaction of each 
trader will depend on many terms including the price p, and 
Volume V of each traded Stock. If p and V denote n vectors 
of the traded Stocks, the joint Satisfaction S(p,v) is defined 
S. 

0290. In the most general setting we must optimize over 
many terms including prices p and Volumes V to maximize 
the joint satisfaction. Without limitation, the Automated 
Market 108 will be described in the simplified illustrative 
context where it seeks to determine a vector of prices which 
achieves an optional joint Satisfaction and the Volumes are 
given (not to be determined). However, it will be apparent to 
one of ordinary skill in the art that the aspects of the 
embodiments of the Automated Market 108 are also appli 
cable in contexts where the joint Satisfaction is dependent on 
many terms. In the simplified context, the joint Satisfaction 
is defined as: 

0291 and the Automated Market 108 seeks to determine 
the optimal vector of prices achieving an optional joint 
Satisfaction. 

0292 Any transaction may involve multiple stocks. If the 
link trader cares only about total costs, and there are n 
Stocks, the total cost c to the link trader is 

0293 Buying stock corresponds to positive volumes, 
Vi>0, and Selling Stock corresponds to negative Volumes, 
V<0. The prices, however, are always positive (i.e. pi>0). 
Since the satisfaction of the link trader is a function of only 
the cost c 

0294 The satisfaction profile for the link trader can be 
entered by the user by Specifying the Satisfaction at a set of 
m., distinct points {(C, S.") C-1 . . . m} where Greek 
indices will be used to label input by the user to define 
profiles and Latin indices will be used for all other purposes. 
The points are indexed in order of increasing cost So that 
C> if C.D.O.'. Piecewise linear interpolation is used to fill in 
the Satisfaction elsewhere 
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L. E. S. -S 
S(c) = S + et (c. - c.) 

Ca+1 Ca 

0295 where 1sC.sm labels the largest cost value less 
than c. The Satisfaction function typically will look like a 
Fermi function and be bounded between 0 and 1. It will be 

1 for low costs, i.e. c-c and 0 for high costs, i.e. c>c, Force c, 
c), S(c) decreases monotonically with increasing c, i.e. 

0296. The satisfaction of the contra traders is defined 
next. The Automated Market 108 allows for the possibility 
that the contra trader is different for each stock involved in 
the trade. Thus we define n contra Satisfaction profiles 
{S,i=1 . . . n}. The satisfaction of the contra trader also 
depends on the volume of the stock transferred. For 
example, a Seller may be willing to accept a lower price if 
the Volume of Stock Sold is higher. Consequently, we write 
S(p,v) to represent the Satisfaction of the ith contra trader. 
The Satisfaction profile for this contra trader is also a 
piecewise linear interpolant of prespecified points {(P. s. 
(v))lo=1 . . . m and thus, can be written as: 

Sio+1 (v) - S (v) S(pv) = S(v) + 
p P-1 Po 

(p-po) 

0297 where 1sC.sm, labels the largest price less than p. 
AS before, C. indexes the user-input points in order of 
increasing price. If Vi>0 the contra trader is Selling Stock So 
that S(p,v>0) always has positive slope, i.e 
aS, (plvi>0)>0. Similarly, if V-0 then the contra trader is 
buying stock So that oS, (p,v,0)-0. In either case S, (p,v) 
is a monotonic function of P and: 

0298 The joint satisfaction of all traders S(pv) is 
defined as: 

lsism 

0299) Using Eqs. (10) and (13) in Eq. (9), the optimiza 
tion task is to determine: 

p' = arg max Sp'v) Is (p:/v;). 
lsism 

0300) If 
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p = arg mine 'p's -- Xs; (p. vo = arg mine S(p IV). 
lsism 

0302) In this form it is evident that the only coupling 
between the p, comes through the first term involving p'v. At 

0303) From Eqs. (11) and (12): 
(14) 

des(c)>0 and vides (p,v)<0 
0304) so that a solution VS(plv) always exists. Note that 
the gradient, Eq. (14), is extremely simple to evaluate. 
Moreover, the gradient can be found very quickly Since all 
the terms (S, , can be evaluated in parallel. 
0305 Next, a possible minimization algorithm based on 
a decomposition method is described. The joint Satisfaction 
S(plv)=S(p'v)+X--NS, (p,v) can be written as: 

(0306 where the new coordinates are x=p; for je1, N) 
and XN1=X1sjs NXV; and the new functions are f(x)= 
S(xlv) for je1, N for je1, N and fn1(XN)=S(XN1). 
Thus, we have a constrained optimization problem: 

0307) minimize 

ls is N-Fl 

0308) subject to 

-XN-1- X. Yi v i = 0. 
ls isN 

0309 The only coupling between variables comes 
through the constraint. Introducing a Single Lagrange mul 
tiplier for the constraint the Lagrangian for this problem is 

ls is N-F-1 ls is N-Fl 

0310 where L(X, )=f(X)+) axi and ai=V for ie1,n) and 
a=-1. In this form, the problem is ideal for minimization 
using Lagrangian relaxation. 

0311 For a given 2, Say 2, the minimization of L(X, ) 
is very easy Since it decomposes into N 1-dimensional 
minimizations: min L(X, ),)=X.1-i-Nmin L(X, ). More 
over, each minimization can be done in parallel. In this way 
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we obtain a solution X=x(0). The dual problem which 
determines the multiplier ) is: 

0312 Maximizing this function using steepest ascent 
requires the gradient of the dual function q(0): 

0313 As noted in the last step since X,0) minimizes 
L(X, ) this gradient is Zero. Thus using steepest ascent the 
Lagrange multiplier can be updated as 

0314 where C. is the step size. This algorithm will 
converge to a local peak. 
0315) It may be the case that q() is not a convex 
function, but we know that for the global optimum of the 
constrained problem the multiplier ), * satisfies 

0316 so that a global optimization technique like simu 
lated appealing could be used to determine ), and thereby 
the globally optimal X. Note that the dual function q(0) is not 
a direct function of ), but indirect through the determination 
of X(7). Fortunately, X(0) can be evaluated extremely rapidly 
in parallel. Also, it may be the case that q(t) is convex. 
0317. The efficiency of the above method requires quick 
optimization of L(X, )=f(x)+...aix. Next, a good analytic 
estimate for the minimum of Li as a function of ), and the 
Satisfaction function is developed. For the case where the 
Satisfaction function represents the preferences of a buyer So 
that the Satisfaction function is a monotonically decreasing 
function of X. 

0318. The satisfaction function of the ith trade is repre 
Sented analytically as a Fermi function, Si(X)=(exp(B(x- 
pl.))+1). The parameters f, and u, can be related to c, and 
c; by u=(c+c)/2 and foc-c. With these assumptions, 

Li (Yi, ) = -In + ai. exp(B (x - it;)) + i 

0319. This function is minimized by 

a; 
A3 - lai Y; F it; + in 

0320 Once B and it have been estimated the above 
formula will Serve as a good Starting point for a Newton's 
method. 

0321) The next natural extension is the case in which 
Volumes are not fixed but are also optimized along with the 
price. The problem remains the same except that now the 
constraint is a quadratic function of the variables. AS is 
known in the art, there are a number of obvious ways to 
extend Lagrangian relation. In the preferred embodiment, 
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we need to minimize S(p,v) where we have an effective tool 
to minimize S(p,v) for any fixed volume. Thus, a general 
technique to Solve the general problem might be to initialize 
Some guess for V and then Solve for the best prices. At that 
new point (p,v), calculate the gradient V.S(p,v) and update 
the volumes accordingly, e.g. by steepest descent V =V- 
V(p,v). Note that VS(p,v) is very easy to calculate Since 
it only enters into the link trader's Satisfaction. 
0322. An application of the automated market 108 is to 
match producers who have an opportunity to move product 
with distribution Service providers. For example, the auto 
mated market 108 could be used for a distribution service 
provider to sell excess trucking capacity (e.g., that available 
on a return route) at a discount for a petrochemical Supply 
chain. 

0323 Allowing for two-way bidding, the automated mar 
ket 108 receives both service requests from producers and 
service offers from distribution service providers and clears 
the market for Services at regular, published intervals. A 
request or an offer is associated with a specific clearing time. 
The automated market 108 evaluates and rankS various 
requests and offers. A match-up between requests and offers 
is automatically conducted in connection with the rankings 
of the requests and offers. 
0324 While the application of the automated market 108 
to the exchange of servers will be explained within the 
context of trucking industry, it is apparent to one of ordinary 
skill in the art that the automated market 108 can be applied 
to any request-offer match-ups that would benefit from the 
consideration of Such factors. For example, the automated 
market 108 is also applicable to other transportation busi 
nesses including trains and ships. 
0325 FIG. 13a provides a diagram showing the major 
components of the proposed automated market 108 for 
matching Service requests with Service offers. The auto 
mated market 108 includes a producer communication SyS 
tem 1301, through which prospective producers communi 
cate their requests, a Service provider communication 
System 111, through which prospective Service providers 
communicate their offers, a central hub 1321, which com 
municates with the producer communication system 1301 
and the Service provider communication System 111 to 
automatically gather information on the preferences associ 
ated with the requests and offers, and a storage System 1361. 
0326. The storage system 1361 includes a request weight 
ing system 1331, an offer weighting system 1341, and a 
pricing system 1351. The request weighting system 1331 
Stores the weighting factors to analyze the preferences 
asSociated with a request. Similarly, the offer weighting 
System 1341 Stores the weighting factors to analyze the 
preferences associated with an offer. All the weighting 
factors can be updated in response to the changes in the 
industry. The pricing system 1351 keeps the formula that is 
used in calculating the price of a Service. The formula can 
also be updated in response to the changes in the industry. 

0327. The producer communication system 1301 elicits 
information from producers by transmitting “request fill-out 
forms” to a plurality of computer terminals 102. The termi 
nals 1302 display these forms to producers, thereby instruct 
ing producers to Supply information about their requests. 
Preferably, the format of the request fill-out forms is speci 
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fied with the HyperText Markup Language (HTML). The 
request fill-out forms displayed at terminals 1302 ask a 
producer to Supply information regarding the preferences 
asSociated with a request. For example, a producer might 
have Some volume of product at point A (whose shipment 
has not yet been contracted), and be able to make money by 
moving it to points B, E, or F. The preferences would 
contain, but would not be limited to, the following data: 

0328 1. Material type (with check boxes for special 
handling requirements); 

0329 2. Maximum total volume available at point 
A; 

0330 3. Minimum volume to ship from point A, 
0331 4. Earliest pickup time from point A (Later, 
this could be specified as a list of times and Volumes 
available at those times.) 

0332 5. For each destination (B, E, F): 
0333 a) Minimum worthwhile volume to that 
destination; 

0334 b) Maximize volume to that destination; 
0335 c) Latest delivery time for that destination 
(Again, this could be specified as a list of accept 
able delivery times and acceptable Volume 
ranges.) 

0336. In addition, the producer would specify the maxi 
mum price acceptable for any of the combinations of trans 
portation Services that meet the requirements above. Pro 
ducer prices can be entered as mathematical formulas which 
depend on Several factors, for example: 

0337) 1. Volume to ship to each destination; 
0338 2. Weight to ship to each destination; 
0339) 3. Pickup time; 
0340 4. Delivery time. 

0341 The producer communication system 1301 
includes a quality controller 1304, which processes the data 
to ensure date continuity, destination validity, and miscella 
neous data accuracy. For example, when a producer inputs 
departure and arrival dates for a requested Shipment, the 
controller compares the departure date with the arrival date 
to assure that the producer did not mistakenly Specify an 
arrival date which is prior to the departure date. 
0342. The producer communication system 1301 also 
includes a request locker 1306. After gathering information 
from a producer, the request locker 1306 Sends a request 
summary review to terminals 1302 for display to the pro 
ducer. The request Summary review provides a Summary of 
all request preferences, including dates, times, destinations, 
and the maximum price. The producer can modify the 
request. Once the producer confirms the request, the request 
locker 1306 activates the request and sends it to the central 
hub 1321 to prepare for finding a match. 
0343. The service provider communication system 111 is 
Similar in Structure to the producer communication System 
1301. The service provider communication system 111 elic 
its information from providers by transmitting “offer fill-out 
forms” to a plurality of computer terminals 1312. The 
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terminals 1312 display these forms to providers, thereby 
instructing providers to Supply information about their 
offers. Similarly, the format of the offer fill-out forms is 
preferably specified with HTML. 

0344) The offer fill-out forms displayed at terminals 1312 
ask a provider to Supply information regarding the prefer 
ences associated with an offer. For example, a provider 
would likely specify vehicle capabilities, including Volume, 
weight, Special handling capabilities, and State of cleanli 
neSS. Also, the provider would specify the time and location 
to start. When a particular vehicle has prescheduled obliga 
tion, the provider would need to Specify the time and 
location the vehicle needs to be. The producer would specify 
the minimum price acceptable for a particular Service. 
Provider prices can be entered as mathematical formulas 
which depend on Several factors, for example: 

0345) 

0346) 

0347) 

0348 

1. Volume to ship; 
2. Weight to ship; 

3. Time to ship; 

4. Distance to ship. 

0349 Also, when a vehicle is used on a return-route, 
under consideration are the incremental distance to perform 
the service (the distance between the place where the vehicle 
becomes available after Satisfying a previous obligation and 
the place where the current Service starts at) and the incre 
mental time to perform the Service. 

0350. In addition, other factors, such as the number of 
nights and the number and type of border crossing, could be 
included for the total journal, the actual Shipment, or on an 
incremental basis. 

0351. The service provider communication system 111 
includes a quality controller 1314, which processes the data 
to ensure date continuity, destination validity, and miscella 
neous data accuracy. For example, when a provider inputs 
departure and arrival dates for an offered shipment, the 
controller compares the departure date with the arrival date 
to assure that the provider did not mistakenly Specify an 
arrival date which is prior to the departure date. 

0352. The service provider communication system 111 
also includes an offer locker 1316. After gathering informa 
tion from a provider, the offer locker 1316 sends an offer 
summary review to terminals 1312 for display to the pro 
vider. The offer Summary review provides a summary of all 
offer preferences, including dates, times, destinations, and 
the minimum price. The provider can modify the offer. Once 
the provider confirms the offer, the offer locker 1316 acti 
vates the offer and sends it to the central hub 1321 to find a 
match with a request. 

0353. The central hub 1321 includes a request ranking 
System 1322, an offer Selecting System 1324, a matching 
System 1326, and a contracting System 128. The request 
ranking System 1322 collects and prioritizes requests by 
examining the preferences associated with each of the 
requests against the criteria Stored in the request weighting 
system 1331. The most important criterion may be the 
maximum price Specified in the request. For example, in 
requesting an identical Service, the request with the highest 
maximum price may receive the highest priority. The maxi 
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mum price can be defined in terms of price per truck-mile. 
In this case, the primary ranking criteria, listed in decreasing 
importance, may be: 

0354) 1. Price per truck-mile (the higher the price, 
the higher the priority.) 

0355 2. Route length (the longer the length, the 
higher the priority) and 

0356) 3. Time of request Submission (the earlier the 
time, the higher the priority.) 

0357. After the examination, the request ranking system 
1322 constructs a prioritized list of requests, with the request 
with the highest priority listed first and the request with the 
lowest priority listed last. Each request is attempted a match 
in the order of the priority, Starting from the request with the 
highest priority. 
0358. The offer selecting system 1324 collects offers. For 
a particular request, the offer Selecting System 1324 identi 
fies all available offers which satisfy the preferences asso 
ciated with the request. The availability of an offer includes 
a list of factors. For example, once being matched with a 
request, an offer becomes unavailable to other requests. 
Also, if the minimum price Specified in an offer is higher 
than the maximum price Specified in the request, the offer 
does not satisfy the preferences of the request and is there 
fore not available for the request. 
0359 The matching system 1326 prioritizes the available 
offers that have been identified to satisfy the preferences of 
the particular request by examining the preferences associ 
ated with each of these offers against Several criteria Stored 
in the offer weighting system 1341. The most important 
criterion may be the minimum price Specified in the offer. 
For example, in offering an identical Service, the offer with 
the lowest minimum price in the preferences may receive the 
highest priority. The minimum price can be defined in terms 
of price per truck-mile. In this case, the primary ranking 
criteria, listed in decreasing importance, may be: 

0360) 1. Price per truck-mile (the lower the price, 
the higher the priority.) 

0361) 2. Route length (the longer the length, the 
higher the priority) and 

0362. 3. Time of request Submission (the earlier the 
time, the higher the priority.) 

0363 After examining these offers, the matching system 
1326 finds the offer with the highest priority and matches the 
offer with the particular request. For each matched pair of 
offer and request, the corresponding provider and producer 
are contractually bound. The providers and producers who 
fail to find a match for their offers and requests for the 
particular clearing time are released of any contractual 
obligations. They can delete their requests and offers from 
the System, or they can Save and Store in the System their 
requests and offers, which can be used, after necessary 
modification, for a later clearing time. After being matched 
with a request, an offer is no longer available for other 
requests. 

0364. The contracting system 1328 determines the con 
tracting price for the matched request and offer concerning 
the Service to render. The contracting price will be set, using 
an algorithm Specified in the pricing System 1351, at a dollar 
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of the allocation of resources in a distributed, computing 
System. However, it will be apparent to perSons of ordinary 
skill in the art that other contexts can be used to embody the 
aspects of the present invention. These aspects, which are 
applicable in a wide range of contexts include receiving a 
plurality of resource requests and a plurality of resource 
offers, determining at least one relation between the resource 
requests and the resource offers to identify matching 
resource requests and offers and allocating the resource 
offers to its matching resource request. 
0378 System Architecture 
0379 FIG. 14 shows an illustration of the architecture of 
the System of the present invention. The System includes 
resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416, which could be 
generated by a client application. The resource requests 
1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 have one or more properties. 
Exemplary properties for the resource requests 1410, 1412, 
1414, 1416 include identities and requirements. Exemplary 
properties for the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
further include attributes Such as is-a, needs-a, has-a, uses-a, 
etc. Exemplary attributes for resource requests further 
include requirements for data, Software, computational or 
communication resources at a specified level of quality of 
Service. 

0380 The system of the present invention further 
includes resource offers 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436, which 
could be generated by resource providers. The resource 
offers 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436 have one or more properties. 
Exemplary properties for the resource offers 1430, 1432, 
1434, 1436 include identities and abilities. Exemplary prop 
erties for the resource offers 1430, 1432,1434, 1436 further 
include attributes Such as is-a, has-a, needs-a, does-a, etc. 
Exemplary attributes for resource offers 1430, 1432, 1434 
further include data, Software, computational or communi 
cation resource abilities at a specified level of quality of 
Service. 

0381. The system of the present invention further 
includes resource providing nodes (RPNs) 1420, 1422, 
1424, 1426, 1428. The resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 
1424, 1426, 1428 communicate with resource providers 
1430, 1432, 1434, 1436 and among themselves to maintain 
local databases of resource availability including quality of 
Service Specifications, and cost. In the preferred embodi 
ment, the resource availability data at the resource providing 
nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 include different levels 
of quality of service for different costs. Preferably, RPNs 
1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 also make decisions about 
resource allocation on Servers. These decisions may involve, 
but are not limited to, duplication of data or application 
resources, or moving data, application or license resource 
from one Server to another. 

0382 Resource Allocation Method 
0383 FIG. 15 provides a flow diagram describing a 
method 1500 executed by the resource providing nodes 
1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. AS is known to persons of 
ordinary skill in the art, a dataflow diagram is a graph whose 
nodes are processes and whose arcs are dataflows. See 
Object Oriented Modeling and Design, Rumbaugh, J., Pren 
tice Hall, Inc. (1991), Chapter 1. In step 1510, the method 
1500 receives resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416. In 
step 1520, the method 1500 receives resource offers 1430, 
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1432,1434, 1436 from resource providers. In step 1530, the 
method 1500 combines the resources offers 1430, 1432, 
1434, 1436 to form new resource offer combinations. In step 
1540, the method 1500 searches for relations between the 
resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 and the resource 
offers 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 as well as the new resource 
offer combinations. 

0384. In step 1550, the method 1500 evaluates the rela 
tions between the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
and the resource offers 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 as well as the 
new resource offer combinations. In step 1560, the method 
Selects the relations that are optimal with respect to the 
evaluation and allocates the Selected relation's resource offer 
to its corresponding resource request. 
0385 Execution of step 1530 yields a technology graph 
1535, which is a multigraph representation of the processes 
executed by the resource providing nodes 1420,1422, 1424, 
1426 and 1428 to form combinations of resources to satisfy 
the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416. 
0386 Searching for Relations 
0387. In one embodiment, the method of the present 
invention for allocating resources Searches for relations 
between the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 and 
the resource offers 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436 using an active 
Search. An exemplary active Search includes an ants based 
reinforcement learning algorithm as described in co-pending 
patent application Ser. No. 09/368,215, filed Aug. 4, 1999, 
and titled, A Method and System for Controlling Network 
Traffic, the contents of which are herein incorporated by 
reference. 

0388. In another embodiment, the method of the present 
invention for allocating resources Searches for relations 
between the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 and 
the resource providers 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436 uses a 
passive Search. An exemplary passive Search includes adver 
tisements of the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
by clients and advertisements of the resource offers 1430, 
1432, 1434, 1436 by resource providers. 
0389 Market-Based Resource Allocation 
0390 FIG. 16 displays a flow diagram of a method 600 
for allocating resources using a market-based Scheme which 
executes on a resource providing node 1430, 1432, 1434, 
1436. In step 1602, the market-based allocation method 
1600 receives resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416. In 
step 1604, the method 1600 receives bids for resource 
requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 from other resource pro 
vider nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. 

0391) In the context of the market-based allocation 
method 1600, the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
include a contract to pay a specified reward for a Satisfaction 
of the request. The resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
further include a specified quality of Service. In the preferred 
embodiment, the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
also includes a specified reward that varies with a delivered 
quality of Service in comparison with the Specified quality of 
Service. Preferably, the Specified quality of Service includes 
a time for the Satisfaction of the resource request. 
0392 The contracted amount is paid in full only if the 
resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416, is satisfied in 
accordance with its Specified quality of Service. Preferably, 
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a portion of the contracted amount is paid to the resource 
providing node 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 that satisfied 
the resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 if the satisfac 
tion was outside the Specified quality of Service. This portion 
is determined as a function of the received quality of Service. 
Preferably, less cash is released for resource requests 1410, 
1412, 1414, 1416 that are satisfied long after the specified 
time quality of Service. Market-arbiter Software calculates 
the cash reward earned by the Satisfying resource providing 
node 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 and the amount owed by 
the client that transmitted the resource request 1410, 1412, 
1414, 1416. These rewards and bills are accumulated over 
time and Sent out at a low frequency So as to impose only a 
negligible communication load on the system 1400. 

0393) The bids for resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 
1416 from other resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426 include a price that will be paid for the resource 
request. Optionally, the bids for resource requests 1410, 
1412, 1414, 1416 could also include an expiration time or a 
margin. In the preferred embodiment, the bids for resource 
requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 includes a satisfaction 
profile defining a Satisfaction of trading the resource request 
as a probability density function of one or more parameters. 
Exemplary parameters include a quality of Service. 

0394. In step 1606, the method 1600 computes an 
expected return for processing the resource request 1410, 
1412, 1414, 1416. In step 1608, the method 1600 processes 
the resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 to optimize the 
expected return. Exemplary processing options include Sat 
isfying the resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416, in step 
1610 or selling the resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 
to another resource processing node 1430, 1432,1434, 1436 
in step 1612. 

0395. In step 1614, the method 1600 transmits bids for 
the resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 to other 
resource provider nodes 1430, 1432, 1434, 1436. 
0396 Each resource providing node 1430, 1432, 1434, 
1436 acts autonomously to optimize the value of some 
function combining its own expected return and that of Some 
(Zero or more) selected neighbors (not necessarily immedi 
ate topological neighbors) as explained more fully below. 
The expected return is based on its earnings from Satisfying 
or selling resources requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416. 
Optionally, resource providing nodes 1430, 1432, 1434, 
1436 learn to optimize their expected return using reinforce 
ment learning. An exemplary reinforcement learning tech 
nique is Q-learning. 

0397) Resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 
1428 receive feedback about their performance. This feed 
back is called a reward. However, in the reinforcement 
learning framework of the present invention, a resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 does not 
merely act to optimize its immediate reward. Instead, it acts 
to optimize its return. In the preferred embodiment, the 
return includes an expected future reward that is discounted 
to present value. AS mentioned earlier, reward is based on 
“earnings' in a resource market called the market-based 
reward framework. 

0398. When reinforcement learning is used to adjust the 
behavior of resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428, instantaneous rewards are based on the actual 
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cash profit of the resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 
1424, 1426, 1428 and optionally, the cash profit of neigh 
boring resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 
1428 (not necessarily topological neighbors) over Some 
Short past time period. Optionally, in order to prevent 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 
from charging arbitrary prices in monopoly Situations, 
excess profit can be removed (taxed) from those resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 whose long 
term discounted expected reward exceeds a predefined tar 
get. 

0399. Each resource providing node 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428 communicates “bids” that specify how much it 
will pay for resource requests 1410,1412, 1414, 1416 having 
a particular Specified quality of Service, and a Specified 
reward to other resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428. Preferably, each resource providing nodes 1420, 
1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 communicates the “bids' to its 
topologically neighboring agents. Bids may also have an 
expiration time. Bids Stand until they expire or until the 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 
where a bid is held receives a message canceling and/or 
replacing the bid. Optionally, other quality of Service param 
eters corresponding to the quality of Service requirements of 
resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 are included in the 
bids. 

0400 Resource requests 1410,1412, 1414, 1416 that are 
received by a resource providing node 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428 (either from an application program at the 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428, or 
from another resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428) that do not conform to the parameters of an 
existing bid (e.g., insufficient contract value or too many in 
a given time period) do not require payment. Instead, these 
resource requests 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416 are owned by the 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428, and 
may be Sold. 
04.01. A market-based allocation method for data routing 
is explained in co-pending international patent application 
number PCT/US 00/02011, filed Jan. 28, 2000, and titled, “A 
Method and System for Routing Control in Communication 
Networks and for System Control', the contents of which 
are herein incorporated by reference. 
0402 Locally-cooperative local reinforcement learning 
0403. Having all resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 
1424, 126, 128 attempt to optimize their local expected 
return will not always result in the discovery of the globally 
optimum configuration as explained in "At Home in the 
Universe” by Stuart Kauffman, Oxford University Press, 
Chapter 11 in the context of an NK fitness landscape, the 
contents of which are herein incorporated by reference. This 
result occurs because actions taken by one resource provid 
ing node 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 affects its state and 
possibly changes the context of the reward for its neighbor 
ing resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. 
0404 Accordingly, in the preferred embodiment the 
present invention utilizes combinations of the following 
three Semi-local Strategies: 
04.05 patches. In this technique, resource providing nodes 
1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 are partitioned into disjoint 
Subsets called patches. The patches may or may not be 
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topologically contiguous. Within a patch, the actions of 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 are 
coordinated to maximize the aggregate figure of merit for 
the entire patch. The size and location of patches are 
parameters for this Strategy. 
0406 p. A neighborhood is defined for a resource provid 
ing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 such that when a 
decision is made there, figures of merit at the current node 
and at a proportion p of neighboring nodes are taken into 
account. A neighborhood need not consist of the immediate 
topological neighbors of the resource providing nodes 1420, 
1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. 

0407 tau Only a fraction (called tau) of the resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 make deci 
Sions that change the portions of their State that affect the 
reward of other resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 
1426, 1428 at the same time. 
0408 FIG. 17 provides a flow diagram 1700 for deter 
mining optimal values of parameters of methods performing 
resource allocation and load balancing. In step 1710, the 
present invention defines a global performance measure for 
the network. In step 1720, the present invention defines an 
optimization algorithm having at least one parameter. Exem 
plary parameters include the size and location of patches, the 
neighborhood, p where the expected reward are considered 
in making a decision and the fraction, tau, of the agents that 
change portions of their State that affect the reward of other 
agents. In step 1730, the method 1700 constructs a landscape 
representation for values of the parameters and their asso 
ciated global performance measure. In step 1740,the method 
optimizes over the landscape to produce optimal values for 
the parameters. 
04.09. In the preferred embodiment, the present invention 
uses either patches or p or both to define a modified reward 
and hence, a return, for a resource providing nodes 1420, 
1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 in the resource allocation problem. 
AS explained earlier, the figure of merit for a resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 is its earn 
ings in the market-based framework. Optionally, the present 
invention uses the tau Strategy either alone, or in conjunction 
with p and “patches' to limit the opportunities resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 have for 
making decisions that affect the return of other resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. For 
example, the reward for a resource providing node 1420, 
1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 is the aggregate earnings for a 
region of resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 
1428 (a patch) and the bids and for only a fraction tau of 
resource providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428 
change at the same time. 
0410 Preferably, the parameters for these strategies (the 
fraction p, the fraction tau and the number and membership 
of patches) are global in nature. In other words, the values 
of these parameters are the same for all resource providing 
nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. Alternatively, the 
values of the parameters may vary among the resource 
providing nodes 1420, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1428. 
0411 Preferably, the present invention sets these param 
eters as follows: 

0412 First, a global performance measure is defined. 
Preferably, the global performance measure is the Specified 
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quality of Service in relation to the quality of Service of the 
satisfied resource request 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416. Second, 
the algorithm has an outer loop that varies these parameters 
in order to maximize the global performance measure in 
accordance with techniques for Searching landscapes. 

0413 Preferably, each value of the global parameters 
governing p, patches, tau, and reinforcement learning fea 
tures, defines a point in the global parameter Space. With 
respect to this point, the method for allocating resources of 
the present invention achieves a given global fitness. The 
distribution of global fitness values over the global param 
eter Space constitutes a "fitness landscape” for the entire 
bandwidth-agent System. Such landscapes typically have 
many peaks of high fitness, and Statistical features Such as 
correlation lengths and other features as described in co 
pending international patent application number PCT/US 
99/19916, titled, “A Method for Optimal Search on a Tech 
nology Landscape', the contents of which are herein incor 
porated by reference. In the preferred embodiment, these 
features are used to optimize an evolutionary Search in the 
global parameter Space to achieve values of p, patches, tau, 
and the internal parameters of the reinforcement learning 
algorithm that optimize the learning performance of the 
resource allocation System in a Stationary environment with 
respect to load and other use factor distribution. Preferably, 
the same Search procedures are also used to persistently tune 
the global parameters of the resource allocation System in a 
non-stationary environment with respect to load and other 
use factor distributions. 

0414. By tuning of the global parameters to optimize 
learning, the present invention is “Self calibrating. In other 
words, the invention includes an outer loop in its learning 
procedure to optimize learning itself, where co-evolutionary 
learning is in turn controlled by combinations of p, patches, 
and tau, plus features of the reinforcement learning algo 
rithm. The inclusion of features of fitness landscapes aids 
optimal Search in this outer loop for global parameter values 
that themselves optimize learning by the resource allocation 
System in Stationary and non-Stationary environments. 

0415 Use of p, tau, or patches aids adaptive search on 
rugged landscapes because, each by itself, causes the evolv 
ing System to ignore Some of the constraints. Some of the 
time. Judicious balancing of ignoring Some of the con 
Straints. Some of the time with Search over the landscape 
optimizes the balance between “exploitation' and “explora 
tion'. In particular, without the capacity to ignore Some of 
the constraints Some of the time, adaptive Systems tend to 
become trapped on local, very Sub-optimal peaks. The 
capacity to ignore Some of the constraints. Some of the time 
allows the total adapting System to escape badly Sub-optimal 
peaks on the fitness landscape and thereby, enables further 
Searching. In the preferred embodiment, the present inven 
tion tunes p, tau, or patches either alone or in conjunction 
with one another to find the proper balance between stub 
born exploitation hill climbing and wider exploration Search. 

0416) The optimal character of either tau alone or patches 
alone, is Such that the total adaptive System is poised slightly 
in the ordered regime, near a phase transition between order 
and chaos. See e.g. “At Home in the Universe” by Kauff 
man, Chapters 1,4,5 and 11, the contents of which are herein 
incorporated by reference and “The Origins of Order', 
Stuart Kauffman, Oxford University Press, 1993, Chapters 5 
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and 6, the contents of which are herein incorporated by 
reference. For the p parameter alone, the optimal value of p 
is not associated with a phase transition. 
0417. Without limitation, the embodiments of the present 
invention are described in the illustrative context of a 
Solution using tau, p, and patches. However, it will be 
apparent to perSons of ordinary skill in the art that other 
techniques that ignore Some of the constraints. Some of the 
time could be used to embody the aspect of the present 
invention which includes defining an algorithm having one 
or more parameters, defining a global performance measure, 
constructing a landscape representation for values of the 
parameters and their associated global performance value, 
and optimizing over the landscape to determine optimal 
values for the parameters. Other exemplary techniques that 
ignore Some of the constraints. Some of the time include 
Simulated annealing, or optimization at a fixed temperature. 
In general, the present invention employs the union of any 
of these means to ignore Some of the constraints. Some of the 
time together with reinforcement learning to achieve good 
problem optimization. 

0418 Further, there are local characteristics in the adapt 
ing System itself that can be used to test locally that the 
System is optimizing well. In particular, with patches alone 
and tau alone, the optimal values of these parameters for 
adaptation are associated with a power law distribution of 
Small and large avalanches of changes in the System as 
changes introduced at one point to improve the System 
unleash a cascade of changes at nearby points in the System. 
The present invention includes the use of local diagnostics 
Such as a power law distribution of avalanches of change, 
which are measured either in terms of the size of the 
avalanches, or in terms of the duration of persistent changes 
at any Single site in the network. 
0419. The present inventions use of any combination of 
the above Strategies, together with reinforcement learning in 
any of its versions, give it an advantage over prior art 
resource allocation methods because these Strategies address 
many problems that could arise including the following: 

0420 
terns, 

Slow convergence to optimal allocation pat 

0421 oscillation of network load, and 
0422 locally beneficial but globally harmful routing 
patterns. 

0423. Without limitation, the embodiments of the present 
invention have been described in the illustrative context of 
a method for allocating resources. However, it is apparent to 
perSons of ordinary skill in the art that other contexts could 
be used to embody the aspect of the present invention which 
includes defining an algorithm having one or more param 
eters, defining a global performance measure, constructing a 
landscape representation for values of the parameters and 
their associated global performance value, and optimizing 
over the landscape to determine optimal values for the 
parameterS. 

0424 For example, the present invention could be used 
for operations management. The present invention, using 
agents to represent resources and operations in the enterprise 
model, coupled to reinforcement learning, p, patches and 
tau, is used advantageously to create a model of a learning 
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organization that learns how to adapt well in its local 
environment. By use of the outer loop described above, good 
global parameter values for p, patches, tau, and the rein 
forcement learning algorithm are discovered. In turn, these 
values are used to help create homologous action patterns in 
the real organization. For example, the homologous action 
patters can be created by tuning the partitioning of the 
organization into patches, by tuning how decisions at one 
point in the real organization are taken with respect to a 
prospective benefit of a fraction p of the other points in the 
organization affected by the first point, and by tuning what 
fraction, tau, of points in the organization should try opera 
tional and other experiments to improve performance. 

0425. In addition, the distribution of contract values and 
rewards in the reinforcement algorithm can be used to help 
find good incentive Structures to mediate behavior by human 
agents in the real organization to achieve the overall adap 
tive and agile performance of the real organization. 
0426 In addition to the use of the invention to find good 
global parameters to instantiate in the real organization, the 
Same invention can be used to find good global parameter 
values to utilize in the model of the organization itself to use 
that model as a decision Support tool, teaching tool, etc. 
0427 Further, the present invention is also applicable to 
portfolio management, risk management, Scheduling and 
routing problems, logistic problems, Supply chain problems 
and other practical problems characterized by many inter 
acting factors. 
0428 Minimizing Values at Risk 
0429 The present invention includes techniques to mini 
mize the value at risk of a portfolio. Value at risk is a single, 
Summary, Statistical measure of possible portfolio losses. 
Specifically, value at risk is a measure of losses due to 
"normal” market movements. LOSSes greater than the value 
at risk are suffered only with a specified small probability. 
0430. Using a probability of X percent and a holding 
period of t days, a portfolio’s value at risk is the loSS that uS 
expected to be exceeded with a probability of only X percent 
during the next t-day holding period. 
0431. The technique to minimize the value at risk uses 
historical Simulation. Historical Simulation is a simple, 
atheoretical approach that requires relatively few assump 
tions about the Statistical distributions of the underlying 
market factors. In essence, the approach involves using 
historical changes in market rates and prices to construct a 
distribution of potential future portfolio profits and losses, 
and then reading off the value at risk as the loSS that is 
exceeded only X percent of the time. 
0432. The distribution of profits and losses is constructed 
by taking the current portfolio, and Subjecting it to the actual 
changes in the market factors experienced during each of the 
last N periods. That is, N sets of hypothetical market factors 
are constructed using their current values and the changes 
experienced during the last N periods. Using these hypo 
thetical values of market factors, N hypothetical mark-to 
market portfolio values are computed. From this, it is 
possible to compute N hypothetical mark-to-market profits 
and losses on the portfolio. 
0433. The following discussion describes the technique 
for isolating low value at risk portfolios. Let uS consider a 
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Single instrument portfolio, in this case StockS traded on the 
New York Stock Exchange and Nasdaq markets. For this 
instrument, there exists tremendous amounts of data. If we 
assume a one day time horizon (t=1), then the data we are 
interested in are the daily closing prices of every publicly 
traded Stock on the two markets. Such data exists for 
thousands of stocks for tens of thousands of days. From 
these data, it is possible to construct an mixin matrix (where 
mis the number of Stocks, and n is the number of days) of 
prices. 

0434 Let us assume that within this collection of stocks, 
there are pairs, triplets, quadruplets, etc., of Stocks whose 
values at risk are lower as a group than any of the StockS 
individually. This occurs because Sets of Stocks whose price 
changes are anti-correlated will have low values at risk. 
When the price of one Stock goes down, the price of the 
other tends to go up. The chance that both StockS go down 
together is lower than the chance that two Stocks chosen at 
r-random would go down together because the Stocks are 
anti-correlated. This reduces value at risk. 

0435 The optimal portfolio would group anti-correlated 
Stocks in the optimal proportions to minimize value at risk. 
Because there are So many Stocks, however, the Space of all 
possible portfolios is too large to Search exhaustively. 
Genetic algorithms are well Suited to finding good Solutions 
to just this type of problem in reasonable amounts of time. 
0436 The algorithm works as follows: 
0437 Step 1: 
0438 Start with m portfolios. Each portfolio can be 
represented as a vector of length m. Each bit (m) in the 
vector is either a 1 or a 0 signifying that the ith Stock is either 
included or excluded from the portfolio. This can later be 
extended to letting each bit specify the number of Shares 
held rather than simply inclusion or exclusion. To each 
portfolio, assign a random number of Stocks to hold Such 
that every possible portfolio Size is covered (at least one 
portfolio excludes all but one Stock, at least one portfolio 
excludes all but two Stocks, ... at least one portfolio includes 
all the stocks). Once the number of stocks to hold has been 
assigned, let each portfolio randomly pick Stocks until it has 
reached its quota. 
0439 Step 2: 
0440 Go back in time n/2 days (halfway through the 
data). For each of the m portfolios, compute the value at risk 
for the n12 days that precede the halfway point. 
0441 Step 3: 
0442 Randomly pair portfolios. For each pair of portfo 
lios, let the portfolio with the higher value at risk copy half 
of the bits of the lower value at risk portfolio (i.e. randomly 
select half of the bits in the more successful portfolio. If a 
bit is different, the leSS Successful portfolio changes its bit to 
match the more successful portfolio). The portfolio with the 
lower value at risk remains unchanged. 
0443) Step 4: 
0444 Repeat steps 2 and 3 until some threshold for value 
at risk is achieved. 

0445. In this way, clusters of anti-correlated stocks will 
tend to spread through the population of portfolios. The hope 
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is that this method will ultimately select for most or all of the 
good clusters. Notice that this method may also alight upon 
the optimal number of stocks to hold in a portfolio. For 
example, if the minimum value at risk portfolio contains 
only three Stocks, three-Stock portfolios will tend to propa 
gate through the population. 
0446 Additional Techniques for the Analysis of Risk 
0447 The present invention includes additional tech 
niques for the analysis of risk. The general understanding of 
portfolio risk requires an understanding of three contributing 
problems. The current understanding of these three prob 
lems is insufficient to accommodate the challenges posed by 
modem portfolios. The first problem is volatility. It has long 
been known that Gaussian approximations to Volatility do 
not correctly describe the behavior of markets, and that price 
fluctuations Show long tails. This means that large deviations 
are much more likely than conventional theory Suggests. The 
Second issue is that of interdependence. In many areas of 
interest, elements of a portfolio do not move independently 
of each other, but rather influence each other in ways both 
Subtle and complex. Current methods only uncover a mini 
mal rendering of this complex Structure. The third issue is 
that of time dependence. Many portfolios contain elements 
that do not mature on the same time Scale, but are nonethe 
leSS dependent. Again, conventional portfolio analysis and 
optimization techniques do not address the Subtleties of 
interacting time Scales. 
0448. It was originally pointed out by Mandelbrot in 
1961 that price fluctuations in speculative markets follow a 
particular class of fat-tailed (relative to Gaussian) distribu 
tion known as a Levy distributions. Levy distributions can 
be created by correlated random walks, and have been 
Studied in Statistical physics under the rubric of anomalous 
diffusion. In the last two years, these distributions have been 
revisited in the area of option pricing, but not yet in the area 
of portfolio management. Since Levy price fluctuations do 
not add together in the Same way as Gaussian fluctuations, 
results for expected portfolio risk and associated volatility 
will in general be different. The present invention incorpo 
rates an underlying Levy model of volatility for portfolio 
risk analysis which accounts for the different additivity 
characteristic. 

0449 In the construction of portfolios, it is experimen 
tally known that the prices of certain Stocks are correlated, 
and this correlation is typically measured using a covariance 
matrix. The covariance matrix has two implicit assumptions 
which we believe are wrong: Fluctuations in prices are 
Gaussian (See above) and correlations between Stocks are 
describable with pair-wise interactions. The present inven 
tion modifies this approach in two ways: 
0450 1. The covariance matrix requires a large amount of 
data for accurate results. Extending the covariance matrix 
method to higher order interactions (three- or four-point 
interactions) requires an exponentially increasing amount of 
data. We Separate the analysis of interdependence into effect 
and magnitude. The effect aspect is obtained by encoding 
price fluctuations as (+,-) instead of numerical values. Now 
we have prices encoded as binary Strings instead of numeri 
cal Sequences. Since the fundamental activities of a market 
are buying and Selling, and their attendant effects are the 
raising and lowering of prices, we believe that the binary 
encoding is a more fundamental Signature of market micro 
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Structure than the actual prices. The magnitude of gains and 
losses are obtained by the Statistics of large numbers of 
playerS making "atomic' buy and Sell decisions. 
0451. Once we have encoded the market dynamics of 
individual instruments as bit Strings, we have essentially a 
telegraph representation of information. This is amenable to 
the tools of information theory, a field developed to analyze 
the dynamics of information transfer in telephony. Informa 
tion theory allows us to measure correlations at arbitrary 
levels of interconnectedness, and although the data require 
ments Scale exponentially as interconnectedneSS increases, 
the constant in front of the exponent is much Smaller than the 
covariance case because of the binary nature of the data. 
Interconnectedness is measured by a quantity called mutual 
information, and the assumptions associated with it are leSS 
Stringent than the assumptions required to measure covari 
ance, and in particular are not dependent on the assumption 
of a normal distribution. 

0452 2. The present invention uses the measure of 
mutual information to construct a phylogeny of interdepen 
dence, using the technique of minimal Spanning trees 
coupled with higher order information correlations to 
remove degeneracies. (multiple Solutions Satisfying the 
same constraints) Once we have constructed a phylogeny (a 
tinkertoy like Structure showing connections of influence), 
we can use time-Structured data to obtain directions of 
influence. This directed map allows us to model the propa 
gation of financial disturbance through a web of connec 
tions. This is an important tool for constructing a portfolio 
of minimum risk, because it decomposes portfolio risk into 
an ensemble of interconnected contributing factors which 
can then be optimized to obtain the desired results. 

0453 Note: The connections discussed above can be 
endogenously or exogenously generated. If the portfolio in 
question consists of internal assets, (R&D portfolio, for 
instance) there is Some control as to the degree and nature of 
the interconnection. Hence the optimization procedure is 
Somewhat different, as the interconnections are no longer 
viewed as given but are now variables over which we have 
Some control. 

0454) Inmany areas of interest, different time scales are 
an important consideration. Examples include bonds with 
different dates of maturity, and internal portfolios with 
different payback profiles. Optimizing over Such portfolios 
requires understanding the Spectrum of possible paths that a 
portfolio can take over time, and again interdependencies 
and large fluctuations make Standard approximations of 
Gaussian uncertainties inaccurate. The present invention 
uses techniques borrowed from non-standard Statistics (large 
deviation theory, Sampling theory) and quantum field theory 
(path integrals) to generate a forward curve of the behavior 
of a complex portfolio over time. Not only is the end result 
important, but the shape of the curve over time is important, 
as there are many quantities of interest which are dependent 
on the local shape of the curve. 
0455 Evaluating and Minimizing Risk 

0456. The present invention includes additional tech 
niques for portfolio optimization using Sampling and Selec 
tion to evaluate and minimize risk for a portfolio of assets 
with uncertain returns. Consider the general Setting in which 
a holder owns portfolio of assets. The assets may be financial 
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instruments (Such as Stocks, bonds, options, or other deriva 
tives) or investments in research and development with 
unknown future payoffs (e.g. the drug leads pursued by a 
pharmaceutical company). In this setting, where the future 
rewards are uncertain, there are two important concerns of 
the holder of the portfolio. Firstly, it is important to quantify 
the risk (the amount of money that could be lost) over some 
time horizon. Secondly, the holder wishes to structure the 
portfolio So as to minimize the risk. In this document we will 
focus on answering these questions for portfolios of finan 
cial instruments but the ideas are more generally applicable. 
0457 Let X, (t) represent the value at time t of the ith asset 
in the portfolio. If there are Nassets in the portfolio let x(t) 
be the N-vector representing the values at time of all 
components of the entire portfolio. The value of the entire 
port folio to the holder is specified as some function f(x) of 
the values of the assets. Typically, this function might lie a 
linear combination of the asset Volumes times the asset 
prices. i.e. 

W 

f(x) = X. Wii. 

0458. Furthermore let P(x, t'x, t) represent the probabil 
ity that the asset prices are X" at time t'>t given that the asset 
prices were X at time t. If t indicates the present time and X 
represents the present value of the assets then the expected 
value of the portfolio at some time t' in the future is 

0459. This value indicates the expected worth of the 
portfolio but does nothing to tell us what the risk is, i.e. what 
we might conceivably lose. To get at this quantity we realize 
that from P(x', t'x, t) we can also determine the probability 
P(vt) that the value at. rime t is V: 

0460 This probability is the fundamental quantity which 
allows us to assess risk Since it gives the probabilities for all 
potential outcomes. Thus for example we can Say things like 
“with 95% confidence the most money that will be lost, is 
v.” In this case v is determined from the requirement that 
only 5% of the time will more money be lost, i.e. 

Ydy P(vt)=0.05. 
0461). Other measures of risk are similarly based on 
P(vt). 
0462. The risk will depend sensitively on the precise 
form of P(x', tx,t). To see this, imagine that a pair of assets 
i and j are anti-correlated with each other (i.e. when the price 
X, increases the price X, usually decreases). If we invest 
equally in both stocks then the risk will be small since if the 
value of one Stock goes down the other compensates by 
going up. On the other hand if the price movements of assets 
are strongly correlated then risks are amplified. To evaluate 
and manage risk it then becomes paramount to identify Set 
of assets that are correlated/anti-correlated with each other. 
This observation forms the basis of traditional value at risk 
analyses (VaR) in which the risk is assessed in terms of the 
covariance matrix in asset prices. The covariance matrix 
includes all the possible pairwise correlations between 
aSSetS. 
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0463 While traditional VaR captures pairwise variations 
in asset prices it completely ignores higher order relation 
ships between variables, e.g. when assets i and go up asset 
k goes down. Moreover the Gaussian assumption inherent in 
VaR is known to be false. What is needed is a more general 
approach. The present invention describes new risk man 
agement techniques which move beyond pairwise VaR. We 
propose two methods by which this can be accomplished. 
0464) The core of the new ideas is to recognize that 
information about higher order relationships can be uncov 
ered by looking at the VaR of Subsets of assets from the 
portfolio. 
0465 Imagine for a moment that a specific set of assets 
covaries with each other in Some predictable way. Knowl 
edge of this co-variation can be used to devise a risk averse 
combination of these particular Stocks. Since the variation 
involves all four stocks it can never be determined by only 
looking at pairs of assets. How might important, clusters of 
stocks like these be discovered? 

0466. The first point to note is that the historical record of 
asset prices and portfolio Values provides a training Set from 
which we can discover these clusters of stocks. The histori 
cal record provides a data set which includes the true VaR 
because the future value of the portfolio is known from the 
historical data. Let V represent the true VaR for a particular 
portfolio X at a point T into the future. From the historical 
record we can form the data set D={XV, and thus estimate 
the VaR for the assets in the chosen portfolio, i. e. P(vix). If 
we assume that the Stochastic process that generated D is 
Stationary then the same relationship discovered in D will 
also hold in the future. Once the mapping from a set of 
Stocks to a VaR has been determined we can Search over 
Subsets of Stocks to find a combination that gives particu 
larly low VaR. 
0467 We begin by making the simple assumption that 
P(Vx)=ö(-u(x)), i.e., it is characterized entirely by its mean 
value u(x). This mean value will differ for different subsets 
of stocks. Without much additional complication we could 
also include the variance around this mean and assume that 
fluctuations around the mean are Gaussian: P(Vx)=N (u(x), 
of(x)). Obviously from the data D we could try to infer 
much more complicated relationships but for the moment we 
Stick with simple case. 
0468) Given that we can determine the true average VaR 
for any Set of Stocks we can identify those assets within a 
portfolio of Nassets that form good combinations. Compu 
tationally the following Scheme can be used to identify good 
Subsets of assets. We assume that the optimal Subset of assets 
is of Size n-N. Starting from the original portfolio ran 
domly form portfolios of half the size by Sampling StockS 
(without replacement) from the entire portfolio. The prob 
ability that any one of these randomly generated profiles 
contains all n assets is approximately '72". Thus as we 
examine Significantly more random portfolios than this it is 
likely we will obtain at least one Subset containing all n 
assets. For each of the randomly generated portfolios of N/2 
assets we determine its VaR by calculating it from D and 
keep those portfolios with high VaR. In this way we filter out 
only the most promising portfolios, i.e. those that contain the 
Subset that we are Seeking. This process can then be iterated 
further. From these remaining portfolios of size N/2 we 
randomly generate make portfolios of half the size (no N/4). 
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ASSuming that, at least one of the size N/2 portfolios 
contained the desired cluster the probability that one of the 
size N/4 portfolios contains the full subset, is again 4. We 
can keep iterating this process of generating and filtering 
portfolios and each time come closer to good Subsets of 
StockS. 

0469 After m iterations of this procedure the portfolio 
size is N/2". Let iibe the largest value of m such that 
N/2"an (i.e., the largest portfolio that contain all n assets) 
and let m=m+1. If our hypothesis is correct then we should 
See an abrupt increase in the VaR from m to m since we can 
no longer form a risk averse combination of all the n assets 
at m. This fact alerts us to the important fact that n must lie 
between N/2 land N/2". At this point we can then sample 
from the portfolio of size N/2" to form new portfolios of 
size (N/2n30 N/2")/2. The extremal VaR values of these 
new portfolios will either be comparably to the N/2 it in 
which case (N/2"+N/2n/2s nsN/2" or comparable to N/2n 
in which case (N/2" "N'2"+N/2n)/2. Iterating this pro 
cedure we can determine the optimal Subset Size n. Knowing 
the optimal n we can look at many different Subsets of this 
Size to eventually pick out the precise combination of the n 
aSSetS. 

0470 FIG. 18 provides a flow diagram of a method for 
evaluating and minimizing risk. In step 1805, the method 
Selects N assets and initializes the portfolio size. In Step 
1810, the method generates portfolios of the specified size 
from the selected subsets. On the first iteration of the loop, 
the selected subset will be the set of Nassets. In step 1815, 
the method computes the value at risk for each portfolio 
generated in step 1810. In step 1820, the method selects the 
optimal portfolios (Subsets) from those generated by Step 
1810. 

0471. In step 1825, the method determine whether any 
portfolio contains the desired properties. If at least one 
portfolio contains the desired properties, control proceeds to 
step 1830. In step 1830, the method decreases the subset size 
before generating new portfolios in step 1810 in the next 
iteration of the loop. If the method determines in step 1825 
that no portfolio contains the desired properties, control 
proceeds to step 1835. In step 1835, the method iteratively 
Searches for an optimal Subset size. 
0472. There are many variations to this basic method that 
might improve its efficiency. It may not be optimal to halve 
the portfolio Size at each Step Since we might want to have 
a higher probability of retaining the subset intact. The best 
number of random portfolios to generate and test can also be 
fine-tuned to make the Search more efficient. Simple ana 
lytical model can be built to optimize these algorithm 
parameterS. 
0473 Another important extension is to realize that the 
Sample and Select method outlined above can be used to 
determine Subsets with any desired properties. Nothing in 
the above procedure restricts its use to minimize VaR. The 
method can be used to extremize any figure of merit. Along 
these lines what happens in practice is that there are actually 
more than one objective in designing a portfolio: we want to 
minimize risk but also maximize a profit. Is there a way of 
modifying the above procedure to account for more than a 
single objective"? At the very least we must be able to 
balance risk/reward the way it is conventionally done. 
0474. There is however a very simple extension of the 
above method to handle the case of multiple objectives. 
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Sub-Sampled portfolios are generated as usually but the 
Selection criteria amongst portfolios is modified. Now 
Instead of picking Sub-Sampled portfolios which have the 
best VaRs we measure a number of objectives for each of the 
particular Sub-Sampled portfolio and keep those Sub 
sampled portfolios which Pareto dominate all other portfo 
lios (generated at the present iteration or all previously 
generated portfolios). With this simple change in the Selec 
tion criteria everything else proceeds the same way. At the 
end of the process we obtain a subset which is hopefully 
good on all objectives. 
0475. There are also a host of issues involving sampling 
to form the new portfolios. In the above I have assumed that 
the Sampling is uniform. of course this need not be the case. 
The distribution can be altered over time (much as in 
boosting) based on the VaR (or distributions over VaR) over 
previous Samples. This also ties into pooling in that the 
Samples may be constructed in a much more deterministic 
fashion. 

0476. There are also a number of possible extensions 
based upon the fact that the mapping from the asset Subset 
can be determined. At this point it remains unclear how to 
exploit this fact. The basic procedure might also have to be 
modified slightly to fit the context. 
0477 One of the main difficulties of the procedure may 
occur in the initial phases of the algorithm. Initially we must 
filter out Subsets that contain the desired Small Subset. There 
arises the Signal/noise ratio issue on whether the Small 
optimal Subset can be detected in the larger portfolio. An 
estimate of this would be useful to know how many Subset 
Samples to generate. This has been tested and the results will 
be discussed below. 

0478. In order to test the algorithm, a random number 
generator was used to create a "toy' Set of Stock data in 
which all of the clusters were known a priori. 
0479 FIG. 19 provides the results of the method for 
evaluating and minimizing risk from executing on 500,000 
random draws from this “toy' world. The world consists of 
32 Stocks in which an investor may invest. The Solid Square 
plot is a histogram of VaRs for portfolios which include 
exactly 16 stocks. The mean VaR for these portfolios is 
-0.96 (where negative means the investor loses money). The 
smaller histogram of hollow circles shows the VaRs only for 
those portfolios which, through random Sampling, failed to 
include any of the good clusters. The mean for the no-stockS 
in-clusters (SIC=0) portfolios is -1.08, clearly worse than 
for the population as a whole. This is exactly the Signal we 
need to separate the good portfolios from the SIC=O port 
folios. 

0480. At the next iteration, the best 16-stock portfolios 
are Selected and 8-stock children are made from them. All 
16-stock portfolios which lie outside the 99% confidence 
interval of the SIC=0 portfolio distribution are selected. The 
number of children to draw from each is determined by the 
histograms shown in FIG. 20. 
0481. There are three features worth noticing in FIG. 20. 
First, the total number of portfolios that contain Zero stocks 
inclusterS has increased dramatically. This is because as you 
remove Stocks, your chance of breaking up clusters increases 
exponentially. Second, the entire distribution has shifted to 
the left, meaning that the VaRS have gotten worse (mean 
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1.66). This is because their is value in diversity and diversity 
must decrease as portfolio Size goes down. Third, the 
distribution of SIC=0 portfolios is still worse (mean=-1.72) 
than the distribution of all portfolios. 

0482. This third feature allows the modeler to determine 
the number of child portfolios necessary to ensure that Some 
children still contain intact clusters. The number of children 
containing clusters is negatively binomially distributed as 

it. Cru-pr 

0483 where n is the number of children, r is the number 
of children that contain clusters, and p is the probability of 
randomly Selecting a portfolio which is to the right of the 
99% confidence interval of the SIC=0 histogram. 

0484. Using these facts, a preliminary model has been 
calibrated and successfully finds clusters on more than 95% 
of the runs. 

0485 The present invention also includes a method for 
portfolio modification. There are other methods to try to 
identify beneficial changes to a portfolio. Traditional VaR 
theory measures the effects of modifying (i.e. increasing or 
decreasing the holding) a position in one of the assets. AS we 
have seen, if higher order combinations of assets are impor 
tant then the effects of a single asset might be minor There 
is an important practical reason why traditional VaR focuses 
on the changes of only a single asset. If the portfolio is of 
Size N and we consider changes involving massets then on 
the order of N" stocks must be examines. Consequently, for 
practical reasons attention is usually restricted to m=1 or 
Single asset changes. 

0486 In contrast, the present method determines the 
optimal number of assets to change while Searching for an 
optimal portfolio. FIG. 21 displays a flowchart illustrating 
the method for portfolio modification. In step 2110, the 
method inferS a fitness landscape from historical data. The 
landscape can be inferred from historical data as discussed 
above. 

0487. In step 2120, the method determines the optimal 
Searching distance as described in co-pending international 
application No. PCT/US 99/19916, titled, “A Method for 
Optimal Search on a Technology Landscape', filed Aug. 31, 
1999, the contents of which are herein incorporated by 
reference. Once m is known, the method Searches for 
optimal portfolios at the optimal Searching distance in Step 
2130. For example, the method shown in FIG. 18 could be 
used to find an optimal portfolio after the method of FIG. 21 
determines the optimal Searching distance. 

0488. In this case, the landscape is defined over portfo 
lios. The fitness is the VaR measurement of the portfolio and 
two portfolios are neighbors if they differ in the holding of 
a single asset. So for example a portfolio of five assets might 
be represented as 2, 1, 1, 3, 1 meaning that the portfolio 
consists of two units of asset one, one unit of assets two, 
thee and five, and three units of asset four. 
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0489 Portfolio Management-Optimization of Risk 
Revenue 

0490 The present invention further includes additional 
techniques to optimize both risk and revenue for portfolio 
management. Portfolio optimization (management) nor 
mally includes two-fold problem, the control of risk which 
is usually associated with the Volatility (and as it's recently 
understood with higher moments of the multivariate distri 
bution of the return of the assets constituting the portfolio). 
This is a formidable problem and a variety of methods have 
been already proposed to treat it, mention for instance 
one-dimensional measures of risk in terms of the Value-at 
risk (VAR). Also the problem of the so-called heavy tails has 
been discussed in the literature in order to manage higher 
order yet less probable risk. 
0491 Mathematically the problem is reduced to minimi 
Zation of the variance and kurtosis of the weighted Sum 

0492 of specified stocks under the wealth condition 
0493. In what we propose the problem posed is to first 
search for “good” families of stocks on the basis of all stocks 
available at the market. For instance a family of two StockS 
perfectly anticorrelated will Simultaneously minimize vari 
ance as well as kurtosis (which defines the higher risk 
contribution) properly created from these stocks. Their 
image in the Vector Space of Zero-mean deviations is and the 
angle is given by the correlation coefficient 

Pij 

0494 with ||x|| being the standard deviation, the norm in 
that Space, and a vector 
0495) X={x;', X;, • • • 9 xn} represents detrended time series of 
the stock i. 

0496 By calculating the correlation matrix of the stock 
available at the market we can pick up the families consist 
ing of a reference vector (Stock) “a father and strongly 
anticorrelated with it members “Sons'. These members 
could be statistically independent: pi=0 such that they are 
perpendicular to each other. Using Standard window tech 
niques robustness of the families is checked and most 
persistent members are chosen to constitute the basis from 
which optimal portfolios should be built. Minimization of 
the portfolio Variance inside the family is achieved by means 
of Standard procedure of linear programming or Some other 
known technique. As a result, we have a Set of “good” 
portfolios Suitable to make Search in order to optimize and 
expected return. 
0497 Given requirements for risk and return the tech 
niques described allows to build up corresponding portfo 
lios. The whole procedure is comprised of three phases: 
0498) Search for good families. 

0499 a) Creation of the correlation space, including 
shifted correlations. 
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0500 b) Looking for “anticorrelated” families. 
0501 c) Checking robustness of the families. 

0502. Building perspective portfolios 

0503) a) Creating two, three and four stock clusters 
with minimal variance. 

0504 b) Evaluating their risk 
0505 Optimization of expected return (revenue) of a 
portfolio chosen from the perspective ones. 
0506 The first most difficult part of the program has been 
checked on the Samples consisting of 32 and 100 time Series 
with intentionally created clusters in the first 32 of them. 
There were four 2-point clusters, four 3-point clusters, and 
three 4-point clusters comprising all the first 32 Series. 
Applying the method described we identified all the clusters 
in the sample of 32 as well as in the sample of 100 series. 
Corresponding families are listed in FIG. 22, FIG. 23a and 
FIG. 23b for 

pis -0.3 
0507 and on FIG. 24, where are also shown lesser 
couplings between the clusters and Some other Series. AS far 
as the method is geometrical in character, identification of 
clusters for the both samples (32 and 100) only differs in 
time needed to build the correlation matrix, it is proportional 
to n(n-1)/2. 
0508 Portfolio Risk Management Using Multi-Gaussian 
Distributions 

0509 Portfolio Risk Management (PRM) is essentially 
based on the techniques applied to estimate probability of 
“bad events”. For that one should know the corresponding 
probability distribution. During several years after Black 
and Scholes in finance business became widespread the VAR 
machinery which used Gaussian distribution, even though 
market data showed quite noticeable deviation from it. AS a 
result, the So-called problem of fat tails arose along with a 
new fashion to treat it on the ground of Levy distribution 
(later on the truncated Levy distribution). Underline there is 
no evident reason to regard the latter the only possible cure. 
Moreover even its relation to the problem from the market 
point of View, has still remained foggy. 
0510) This invention addresses the problem by using a 
very well-known two-time Scale formalism going back to 
Van der Paul and then Bogolubov and Mitropolskii. 
0511. In our case the method gives rise to the two-way 
gaussian distribution (2-GD) 

in X in2 2. (1) 

0512 For the sake of simplicity we consider the sym 
metric distribution with Zero mean and the normalization 

n+n2=1 (2) 
in Tin-T=1 (3) 

0513. This approach allows us to represent market 
dynamics at a level of description intermediate between 
macroscopic modeling (one-factor models) and microscopic 
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modeling (individual agent models or multi-factor models, 
general Stochastic processes). Two-gaussian approach being 
the Simplest exactly Solvable model yet can catch certain 
specific features of the fat tails behavior. It describes two 
groups of investors acting at the market with different time 
Scale behavior. 

0514 For comparison we are using the standard normal 
ized distribution (the Black-Scholes approach) 

2 (4) 
g(x) = -- e2 

0515 that implies the variance is measured in units of the 
O. Let us consider the probability, sometimes called VAR, of 
negative deviations larger than a specified value “a” 

0516 and the difference 

0517. Since the first two moments are same for the both 
distributions the difference is proportional to the kurtosis of 
2-GD (1): 

(x) (7) 
(x2) 

0518) It can be shown that under conditions (2) and (3) 
the difference while expanding in the Series over moments is 

1 2 K (8) 
--- 3- 6 of safe at 3x) + O((x)) 

0519. This difference can be incorporated by the so 
called implied volatility (variance) through considering the 
effective (implied) gaussian process 

(x) = - 1 =e, g(x) = e - in 
v27tO in 

0520 where O-1+6Ois the implied variance: 

- 2 (9) 
On = 1 + 34 K(a -3) 
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0521. In order to check out formula (8) we calculated ÖP 
by using the exact distribution (1) and (8) with the kurtosis 
given by (7). The approximate formula using implied vola 
tility gives Sufficiently good qualitative description and for 
certain values of K and “a” even quantitative one. But there 
is the region of as where the approximate formula (8) along 
with the notion of implied volatility (9) works bad. Since the 
2-GD is a very simple model containing enough parameters 
to fit the market data it can be used as an exact tool to 
calculate the “fat tail VAR”. Moreover as far as pricing 
formulas for all the derivatives available at the market 
linearly depend on the distribution function the model (1) is 
exact Solvable in the Sense that all results are Straightfor 
ward. For instance the option pricing formula is 

0522 where S is the current (stock) price of the under 
lying asset, Sr. is the maturity asset price and X is the Strike 
(exercise) price. We see that the price is linear (proportional) 
over the distribution density and in the case of two gaussians 
it will contain four terms with the cumulative gaussian 
functions N(d) instead of two: 

rTt) (ST - X)ng (T; ST) + 

n2g (T2; ST) dST + n2 N(T2; d) = 

SIn N(T; d) + n2 N(T); d) - Xe 'In N(T; d) 

0523 To make the model less restrictive one can consider 
three (and even more) gaussian distributions 

go (ni, T) =X nig (1, T.) 
i= 

0524) with the normalization conditions 
Xn =1 
XnT=1 
Xn.T.’=1 

0525) such that the difference 

0526) 
0527 Finally we give the next term in the expansion (8): 

can be made proportional to any specified moment. 

2 (15 - 10x + x) 
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0528 with 

0529 for the 2-GD. 
0530 Infrastructure Design 
0531 AS explained throughout this application above, 
Several new developments in the Sciences of complexity, 
bear on an analysis of infrastructure robustness, and in 
particular on the probability of avalanching cascades of 
failures and means to achieve robust adaptive performance 
to avoid Such "glitch' propagation. The present invention 
makes use of the following areas: 

0532. As previously discussed, there is a general 
phase transition for hard to Solve problems, ranging 
from job shop Scheduling problems to military 
operations and their logistic Support, to the func 
tional fragility of interconnected nodes and flows in 
many infrastructures Settings. The phase transition is 
a Sudden shift from a robust, reliable regime to a 
fragile regime as one tunes the attempt to achieve 
ever-higher efficiency on one or more “figures of 
merit'. The general finding is that the insistence on 
too much efficiency removes redundancy from the 
System in question. In turn, this reduction in redun 
dancy increases the conflicting constraints present in 
the operational System. In turn, at Some point, this 
increase in conflicting constraints converts the prob 
lem from one that is easily solved, and robustly able 
to handle component failures by finding alternative 
neighboring Solutions, to a System that is efficient but 
highly fragile, and in which finding Solutions is very 
hard. In this latter case, failure at any point is likely 
to unleash very large cascading avalanches of propa 
gating failure. This general phase transition has been 
confirmed in problems ranging from job shop prob 
lems to flow shop problems, to Supply chain prob 
lems. An organization's flow shop could be on the 
wrong, fragile Side of the phase transition. It is 
important to StreSS that, because there is a phase 
transition, the present invention can determine how 
much redundancy or added capacity needs to be 
added to be on the Safe Side of the phase transition, 
while addition of further capacity is of no real use. 
These operations management techniques have been 
described throughout this application above. 

0533 Underlying these phase transitions is the con 
cept of a technology graph, and its use as a math 
ematical analytic framework to examine, in one 
mathematical space, product and proceSS design or 
operations - whether of a commercial project or of 
military logistics, or for infrastructures problems. 
The technology graph enables the present invention 
to identify robust means to achieve Specific logistic 
or functional goals, yet degrade gracefully to neigh 
boring goals or tasks if need be. 

0534 For any given logistics, supply chain, or infra 
Structure problem, there are typically optimal path 
ways to carry out the desired task(s), and typically 
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there are nearby pathways that are almost as good as 
the optimal pathway. The present invention, as dis 
cussed above, utilizes utilizing reinforcement learn 
ing, ant algorithms, and external dynamics-the lat 
ter invented by Dr. Per Bak-to find such families of 
nearby pathways to performance. The fact that these 
approaches find not only the optimal pathway, but 
also neighboring pathways indicates that they are 
complementary methodologies to find robust adap 
tive means of operations that will prevent avalanches 
of failures from propagating throughout the System, 
and will afford rapid recovery via neighboring 
adequate pathways. Techniques for finding optimal 
pathways using reinforcement learning and ant algo 
rithms are described in detail above. 

0535 A cousin of the above procedures is opera 
tional risk management, which was also described in 
detail above. Here, the aim is to understand the 
cascading coupled risk factors due to the non-linear 
couplings between different parts of a System. It is 
just Such coupled risk factors, which are likely to 
give way Successively in the avalanches of failure 
mentioned above. Thus, operational risk manage 
ment is again a companion procedure to identify 
means to achieve robust reliable operational modes. 

0536. In addition to the above, the present invention 
further includes means to analyze functionally 
coupled Systems ranging from economic webs of 
complements and Substitutes, to functionally 
coupled components in Supply chains and elsewhere 
that should be applicable in infrastructure problems. 
The core ideas rest on descriptions of objects and 
operations in terms of their functional requirements, 
matching those requirements with other objects or 
operations, and building up functional wholes. Given 
the notion that neighboring objects or operations 
carry out Similar tasks, it then becomes possible to 
utilize Such models together with operational risk 
management to Study the capacity for alternative 
members of a family of objects or operations to take 
over the role of a given object or operation that may 
have failed, hence to analyze the capacity of the 
functioning System to behave in a fault tolerant, 
robustly adaptive fashion. Techniques for Synthesiz 
ing economic web are described in “A System and 
Method for the Synthesis of an Economic Web and 
the Identification of New Market Niches”, U.S. 
application Ser. No. 09/080,040, the contents of 
which are herein incorporated by reference. FIG. 25 
shows a flow diagram of an exemplary method 2500 
that uses the determination of redundant pathways in 
a technology graph with techniques for operation 
risk management to design an infrastructure that is 
reliable and adaptive. In step 2510, the method 2500 
determines one or more relations among a plurality 
of resources. The relations include complement and 
Substitute relations. The resources comprises raw 
materials, intermediate products and operations. In 
step 2520, the method 2500 constructs a graph 
representation of the relations and the resources. In 
step 2530, the method 2500 determines one or more 
paths though the graph. Each of these paths repre 
Sents a proceSS for performing a task, Such as manu 
facturing a finished product. In step 2540, the 
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method 2500 determines a group of the resources 
lying along these paths that have a minimal risk 
using operational risk management techniques 
described above. 

0537. In summary, the present invention includes a num 
ber of novel related conceptual, algorithmic, mathematical, 
and Software tools that can be combined to diagnose the 
capacity of a System to function in a fault tolerant way that 
is robustly adaptable, and also to design new, or modify 
existing Systems to achieve Such fault tolerant adaptive 
behavior. 

0538 FIG. 26 discloses a representative computer sys 
tem 2610 in conjunction with which the embodiments of the 
present invention may be implemented. Computer System 
2610 may be a personal computer, WorkStation, or a larger 
System Such as a minicomputer. However, one skilled in the 
art of computer Systems will understand that the present 
invention is not limited to a particular class or model of 
computer. 

0539. As shown in FIG. 26.representative computer sys 
tem 2610 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 2612, a 
memory unit 2614, one or more Storage devices 2616, an 
input device 2618, an output device 2620, and communica 
tion interface 2622. A system bus 2624 is provided for 
communications between these elements. Computer System 
2610 may additionally function through use of an operating 
system such as Windows, DOS, or UNIX. However, one 
skilled in the art of computer Systems will understand that 
the present invention is not limited to a particular configu 
ration or operating System. 
0540 Storage devices 2616 may illustratively include 
one or more floppy or hard disk drives, CD-ROMs, DVDS, 
or tapes. Input device 2618 comprises a keyboard, mouse, 
microphone, or other similar device. Output device 2620 is 
a computer monitor or any other known computer output 
device. Communication interface 2622 may be a modem, a 
network interface, or other connection to external electronic 
devices, such as a serial or parallel port While the above 
invention has been described with reference to certain 
preferred embodiments, the Scope of the present invention is 
not limited to these embodiments. One skill in the art may 
find variations of these preferred embodiments which, nev 
ertheless, fall within the Spirit of the present invention, 
whose scope is defined by the claims set forth below. 

1. A method for designing an infrastructure to perform one 
or more tasks in an environment of resources comprising the 
Steps of: 

determining one or more relations among the resources, 
constructing a graph representation of Said relations and 

the resources, 
determining one or more paths through Said graph repre 

Sentation wherein each of Said paths represents a pro 
ceSS for performing at least one of the tasks, and 

determining at least one group of those of Said resources 
that lie along Said one or more paths, Said at least one 
group having a minimal risk. 

2. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 1 
wherein the one or more tasks comprise producing one or 
more products. 
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3. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 1 
wherein the resources comprise at least one of the following: 
one or more raw materials, one or more intermediate prod 
ucts, and one or more operations. 

4. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 1 
wherein the relations comprise at least one of the following: 
one or more compliments, and one or more Substitutes. 

5. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 1 
wherein Said graph representation comprises a set of vertices 
corresponding to the resources and a Set of edges corre 
sponding to the relations. 

6. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 1 
wherein Said determining at least one group having a mini 
mal risk Step comprises the Steps of: 

determining a plurality of anti-correlated families wherein 
each of Said anti-correlated families contains two or 
more of Said resources lying along Said one or more 
paths that are anti-correlated; and 

determining one or more perspective groups of Said 
resources from Said plurality of anti-correlated fami 
lies. 

7. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 6 
further comprising the Step of 

receiving one or more time Series corresponding to one or 
more of Said groups of resources. 

8. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 7 
further comprising the Step of 

determining correlations among said resources. 
9. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 8 

wherein Said determining a plurality of anti-correlated fami 
lies Step comprises the Steps of: 

Selecting at least one of Said resources to be a first member 
of one of Said anti-correlated families, 

determining one or more of Said resources having a value 
of said correlation with said first member of Said 
anti-correlated family that is less than a negative limit; 
and 

including Said one or more resources having a correlation 
value that is less than the limit as additional members 
in Said anti-correlated family. 

10. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
9 further comprising the Step of repeating Said Steps of claim 
9 for another one of said plurality of resources to determine 
another of Said plurality of anti-correlated families. 

11. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
10 further comprising the Step of: 

eliminating drift from Said one or more time Series to 
create corresponding one or more detrended time 
Series. 

12. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
11 wherein Said correlations among Said resources is deter 
mined from Said one or more time Series. 

13. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
12 wherein Said correlations are shifted in time. 

14. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
13 wherein Said determining one or more perspective groups 
Step comprises the Step of Selecting one of Said plurality of 
anti-correlated families, 
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determining percentages of Said resources from Said 
Selected family to include in one of Said perspective 
groupS. 

15. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
14 further comprising the Steps of repeating Said Selecting 
Step and Said determining a percentage of each of Said assets 
Step with different ones of Said anti-correlated families to 
determine Said one or more perspective groups. 

16. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
15 wherein Said percentages of Said resources from Said 
Selected family are determined from Said perspective group 
with a minimal variance. 

17. A method for designing an infrastructure as in claim 
16 further comprising the Step of choosing at least one of 
Said perspective portfolios as Said portfolios of assets. 

18. Computer executable Software code Stored on a com 
puter readable medium, the code for designing an infrastruc 
ture to perform one or more tasks in an environment of 
resources, the code comprising: 

code to determine one or more relations among the 
reSources, 

code to construct a graph representation of Said relations 
and the resources, 

code to determine one or more paths through Said graph 
representation wherein each of Said paths represents a 
process for performing at least one of the tasks, and 

code to determine at least one group of those of Said 
resources that lie along Said one or more paths, Said at 
least one group having a minimal risk. 

19. Computer executable software code stored on a com 
puter readable medium, the code for designing an infrastruc 
ture to perform one or more tasks in an environment of 
resources as in claim 18, the code further comprising: 

code to determine a plurality of anti-correlated families 
wherein each of Said anti-correlated families contains 
two or more of Said resources lying along Said one or 
more paths that are anti-correlated; and 
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code to determine one or more perspective groups of Said 
resources from Said plurality of anti-correlated fami 
lies. 

20. A programmed computer System for designing an 
infrastructure to perform one or more tasks in an environ 
ment of resources comprising at least one memory having at 
least one region Storing computer executable program code 
and at least one processor for executing the program code 
Stored in Said memory, wherein the program code includes 

code to determine one or more relations among the 
reSources, 

code to construct a graph representation of Said relations 
and the resources, 

code to determine one or more paths through Said graph 
representation wherein each of Said paths represents a 
process for performing at least one of the tasks, and 

code to determine at least one group of those of Said 
resources that lie along Said one or more paths, Said at 
least one group having a minimal risk. 

21. A programmed computer System for designing an 
infrastructure to perform one or more tasks in an environ 
ment of resources comprising at least one memory having at 
least one region Storing computer executable program code 
and at least one processor for executing the program code 
Stored in Said memory as in claim 20, wherein the program 
code further includes: 

code to determine a plurality of anti-correlated families 
wherein each of Said anti-correlated families contains 
two or more of Said resources lying along Said one or 
more paths that are anti-correlated; and 

code to determine one or more perspective groups of Said 
resources from Said plurality of anti-correlated fami 
lies. 


